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INTRODUCTION

For a long time and not without justification, French administrative law has
been admired for its clarity and conceptual vigor. The lucid rational formulation
of the chose publique and the distinction between the domains of public and private
law were treasured acquisitions of the French Revolution and of classical Liberalism.
However, even the Revolution did not entirely abolish the intermediary corporate
bodies of the Old Regime. More importantly, the end of the nineteenth and the
beginning of the present century witnessed a gradual obliteration of the traditional
state concept and an expanding interaction between public activities or services and
private, socio-economic endeavors.
This development of public services,' and the concomitant transformation of their
character, evoked different responses among the leading publicists and administrative
lawyers of the time. Commenting on a decision of the Council of State at the turn of
the century, Maurice Hauriou argued forcefully that the penetration of public
services and institutions into the social and economic sphere endangered the classical
Liberal concept of the state, the distinction between the political and the social or
collective realms, and in the end, the rule of law itsel.
A more positive and
*The following abbreviations are used: C.E. for Conseil d'?tat; T.C. for Tribunal des Conlits; C.C.
for Cour de Cassation. In reference to the latter court, Civ. stands for Chambre civile, Crim. for
Chambre criminelle, Soc. for Section sociale, Comm. for Section commerciale, Req. for Chambre des
requites. D. refers to Dalloz psriodique; D.A. to Dalloz analytique; D.H. to Dalloz hebdomadaire; D.
Crit. to Dalloz critique; S. to Sirey; Rec. to Recueil Lebon (i.e., Recueil des arr~ts du Conseil d'Etat 'et
du Tribunal des Conflits) of the year in which the decision was rendered; J. stands for Jurisprudence;
Somm. for sommaire or summary of a decision; Chron. for Chronique; Doctr. for Doctrine; concl. for
conclusion (of a commissaire du gouvernement); J.C.P. for Juris-classeur piriodique (La semaine
juridique); R.D.P. for Revue du droit public et de la science politique; DR. Soc. for Droit social; REv.
ADm. for Revue administrative; C.J.E.G. for Cahiers juridiques de l'Jlectricita et du gaz. Court decisions
are cited in the French manner. Thus, C.E., March 4, 1go, Thrond, S.J91z.3.1 7 , concl. Pichat, R.D.P.
1910.353, note J~ze, stands for decision of Council of State of March 4, i9io, reported in Sirey, year
191I, part 3, p. 17, with conclusions by Pichat, also reported in Revue du droit public et de la science
politique, year 1910, p. 353, with note of J~ze. For the sake of uniformity, references to R.D.P. are
always cited in the French manner. Citations starting with the name of a city or district refer to
decisions of lower courts. Where no court is indicated, citation refers to the court which rendered
preceding decision or decisions. All quotations from French publications have been translated into
English by the writer of this article.
tDr. iur. 1955, University of Munich, Germany, Ph.D. i96o, Duke University. Department of
Political Science, Milwaukee-Dbwner College, Milwaukee, Wis.
' On the notion of service public, see subsequently in the text, especially notes 21, 22.
'See T.C., Dec. 9, 1899, Association syn'dicale du canal de Gignac, S.19oo. 3 . 49, as discussed in I
MAURiCn HAURou, LA JtmnspRuDENcE ADmISMTRATIVE DE 1892 A x929, at 415, 416, 422 (1929).
In his comments on subsequent decisions, Hauriou was not entirely hostile to mixed corporations
(i.e., bodies displaying public and private law ingredients) provided that economic endeavors were
not absorbed by the state itself; compare C.E., May 22, 1903, Caisse des &oles du VIe arrondissement de
Paris, S.1905.3.33, discussed id. at 433.
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,optimistic attitude was taken by LUon Duguit and his followers. Considering the
state simply as a factual power relationship, Duguit aimed at a complete reformation
zand reorientation of French administrative doctrine, centering on a broad concept
,of public service and eliminating the traditional notions of public power and
=authorityY'
Whatever may have been the merits and effects of this reform movement, the
proliferation of public services during subsequent decades reached proportions which
'could not have been expected or foreseen by Duguit and his school. Public corporations multiplied in all areas of social life and frequently assumed functions of a
-definitely commercial or industrial nature. At the same time-owing to the piecemeal character of the entire process-the traditional state structure was by no
means abandoned or overcome, 4 with the result that the dichotomy of public and
-private law continued to serve as a cornerstone of administrative doctrine and
jurisprudence. In this situation, the legal regime applicable to the developing
:services and institutions assumed kaleidoscopic features betraying an ingenious
variety of combinations of public and private law ingredients. The following pages
attempt to portray the major forms of such combinations, starting from organisms
governed almost entirely by public law and proceeding to semi-public institutions
:and finally to private enterprises only vaguely affected with a public interest.

PUBLIC CoPORATIONS

The establishment of public corporate bodies constitutes the most prevalent device
-for handling matters transcending the sphere of purely private interests. Basically,
-even the state itself is nothing but a public body designed to realize such basic
:aims as peace and security. Frequently, the state accomplishes its functions in a
,direct manner, without delegating them to intermediary public organisms.' In
modern governments, the major examples of this direct operation are military
defense, police, and the administration of justice. In other instances, the state may
entrust public functions to separate entities whose character is primarily determined
by their relationship to a part of the national territory, i.e., the various agencies of
governmental decentralization such as regions, provinces, "departements," districts,
municipalities, or other forms of local government. Both the direct performance of
' Compare esp. LUON DUGUIT, LEs TRANSFORMATIONS Du DROIT PUBLIC chs. 1, 2 (1913). For a strong
-criticism of Duguit's elimination of puissance publique and for a proposal to coordinate this notion
with the concept of public service, see M. HAURIOu, PRicss DE DROIT ADMINISTRATIF

T DE DROIT

PUBLIC XII-XV (iith ed. 1927) [hereinafter cited as HAuiuou, Pakcis].
'As a corollary, the notion of puissance publique was not entirely discarded by administrative
doctrine; compare MARCE.L WVALNE, DROIT ADMINIsTRATIF 93, 357 (§§ 157, 6o2) (8th ed. 5959) [hereinafter cited as WALINE]; i GEORGES VEDEL, DROIT ADMIN1STRATIF 20 fl., 54, 59 (19s8) [hereinafter
-cited as VaDEL, DR. ADM.].

5
'I
French administrative law, this form of administration is called rgie or re'gie drecte; see WALINE

624 (5

1057); 2 VnE.L, DR. ADM. 568; ANDR

DE LAUBADARE,

MAN-UEL DE DROIT ADMNISTRATIF 22,

2o8 ( 3 d ed. 1951) [hereinafter cited as DE LAuBADRE].
' On the territorial circumscription dipartemen., compare WALINE 325 9.
ADM. 431 ff.; DE LAUBAD-RE 157 ff.; HAURiOU, Paicis 146 f.

(0§ 540

fl.); 2 VEn.aL, DR.
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public functions by the state and administration through territorial agencies remain

outside the scope of the present study.
Apart from the state and its territorial subdivisions, public functions and
services are on numerous occasions exercised by public bodies which are characterized
not so much by the territory in which they operate but by their specialized functions.
In France the major type of these functional entities is traditionally called Itablissement public. Until the period of the second World War, it was still possible to
describe the itablissement public as a "residual category" comprising all public

corporate bodies which are not territorial in character.1 In more recent years,
however, a trend has developed both in legal doctrine and in court decisions to
distinguish several categories within the larger concept of non-territorial "public
corporations." Basing himself on statements of LUon Michoud s and, to some
degree, on German legal doctrine, Robert Drago has urged the differentiation of
public legal bodies into foundations and associations, that is, into bodies which are
based on special funds and equipped with representative organs only by the state,
and bodies which are formed by actual associations of personsO Drago's proposals
have not been without influence on other writers in the field of administrative law.'0

At the same time, French administrative courts have started to admit the existence
of public law organisms which are based on professional organizations or associations
and which, nevertheless, are not classified as itablissements publics."
Unfortunately, however, these doctrinal and judicial efforts have not resulted in a
neat and uniform classification. The acceptance by administrative courts of a
separate category of association-type public organisms remains limited to a number
of professional corporations, while the term tablissement public continues to be
applied to a large variety of public entities comprising both those characterized
by a special fund and those based on associations other than professional organizations. The following presentation therefore follows the actual practice of French
courts rather than the requirements of doctrinal neatness.
A. Rtablissements Publics
I. Introduction

The term itablissement public in France dates back at least to the Civil Code
of 1804 and the Code of Civil Procedure of 18o7.'

Despite the suppression of guild

'See WALINE 352 (§ 594).
aI LoN MICHOUD, LA Tksfoma DE LA PERSONNALITi MOR E ET SON APPLICATION AU Diorr FRAqAIs
209 9. (§§ 75 f.) (3d ed. 1932).
0ROLAND DRAGO, LEs CRIsEs DR LA NOTION D'PTABLISSEMENT PUBLIC (1948); Drago, The Public
Corporationin France, in W. FRIEDMANN (ED.), THE PUBLIC CORPORATION 113 (1954).
TRAIT] DE DROIT ADMINISTRATIF 162 fn.5 (952).
1" See, e.g., P. Duaz & G. DaEBEa,

On the other

hand, Waline inclines to the view that the destinaries of the services of an institution constitute its
sociological substratum; WALINE 254-55 ( 410).
1 C.E., July 3X, 1942, Monpeurt, S.1942.3.37, concl. S~galat, R.D.P.1943. 5 7 , note Bonnard; April
2, 1943, Bouguen, S. 1944.3.1, concl. Lagrange, note Mestre.
12 CIVIL CODE arts. 940, 1712, 2045, 2121, 2227; CODE OF Civ. PRoc. arts. 69, 83, 1032, and former
art. 336 (prior to revision by law of May 23, 1942). For the term itablissement d'utilite publique, compare CIVIL CODE arts. 910, 937-
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and local government bodies in 179I, and in contrast to the individualistic or atomistic
philosophy of the Revolution, the term appeared at the time as a legacy of the
Ancien Regime, comprising various royal foundations such as hospitals and poor
houses, and a number of new institutions such as universities and colleges, modeled
after pre-revolutionary institutions.1 3 However, while containing some fragmentary
rules concerning the financial administration of corporations, the Napoleonic Codes
did not define or clearly circumscribe the term itablissement public. It was not
until 1856 that the courts made an effort to distinguish between corporate bodies
of public law (Itablissements publics) and private institutions acting in the public
interest (&tablissements d'utilit publique).1 This effort was significant mainly for
establishing an external line of demarcation; it did not entirely clarify the internal
nature of public corporations. The proliferation of public corporations since the
turn of the century and especially their infiltration into the social and economic
domains have greatly complicated the problem of classification and definition.
Some writers have gone so far as to claim that the term itablissement public has
entirely lost its juridical significance and merely serves as a loose catchword for
diverse entities and institutions.'5
While the latter attitude is hardly representative of the majority of doctrinal and
judicial opinion, the difficulties involved in the definition of Stablissemcents publics
cannot be overlooked. The awareness of such difficulties has given rise, already
some decades ago, to a "subjective" theory-advocated primarily by Gaston Jezeaccording to which the will of the legislature alone determines the qualification of
an institution as itablissement public.j8 Despite the apparent simplicity of this
theory, it should be pointed out that the legislature very rarely designates a corporate
body expressly as itablissement public. Even where such direct terminology is
employed, the wording of the statute may on occasion be misleading. This is particularly true in the case of laws passed prior to 1856 or 186o, when, in the words of the
Council of State, "the meaning of such terms was not yet well defined."'1 If the
statute establishing the institution does not contain a clear designation, the subjective
theory holds that the intention of the legislature has to be scrutinized i8 However,
the scrutiny obviously impels courts to examine the various powers and functions
"8See DRAwo, op. cit. supra note 9, at 31

if.

On corporative institutions under the Old Regime, com-

pare F. OLiviER-MARTIN, L'ORGANISATION CORPORATIVE

DE LA

FRANCE D'ANCIEN RiGIME (1938).

14C.C., Civ., March 5, 1856, Caisse d'Epargne de Caen, S.J856.I.5I7, D.AS5 6.i.x2i (held that local
savings banks are ltablissements d'utilit6 publique). The distinction was adopted by a law of Feb.
21, 1862., concerning loans of public corporations.
"5See, e.g., Culmann, Existe-t-il un droit professionel autonome?, REVUE D LICONOMNIE CONTEMPORAINE 3, at x6 (1944).
Vedel comes very close to this view when he writes: "In fact, the term
etablissement public does no longer correspond to a uniform legal definition or a uniform juridical
regime." 2 VEDEL, DR. ADM. 480.
"62 GASTON jizE, LEs PRINCIPEs GgNiRAUX Du DorT AiDMINISTRATIF 28 (3d ed. 1930); DE
LAUBADiRE 23, 212.
"7C.E., Dec. 21,

59o6, Caisse dioc~saife de secours de Gap, Rec.P.947; also June 20, 5919, Brincat,
D.1 9 22.3 .i5, note Puget, S.1924.3.43, R.D.P.19 2o.8o, note Jze.
11 JizE, op. cit. supra note 16, at 3o; but in order to discern the legislative intent, Jcze admits that

recourse must be had to the "basic concept" of the itablissement public which, in his view, consists of
the possession of a separate fund and the performance of a public service.
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attributed to a particular corporate body. Thus, even under the subjective theory,
the definition of an &tablissementpublic still turns mainly on the powers and functions of each individual institution.
At the turn of the century, Hauriou proposed defining the itablissement public
as "an administrative body which conducts a special public service.' 199 This
definition, which greatly influenced subsequent doctrinal developments, 20 implies
that the institution so defined constitutes a public legal entity which is separate of
and distinguished from the state and which conducts a specialized public service.
The latter was definitely the major aspect of the definition. Duguit and his followers
were at that time in the process of overhauling French administrative theory, and
used the idea of "public service" (service public) as a cornerstone of the new system.'
However, in more recent decades, the meaning of the term "public service" has become increasingly vague and fluctuating 2 and, while it continues to be an important
" M. HAURIOU, PIdcIS DE DRalT ADmINISTRATIF 504 (4th ed. i9oi).

In his Picis (cited supra,

note 3), Hauriou describes the .tablissement public as a juridical person performing a specialized public
service; see also PRAcIs -LMENTAIRE DE DROIT ADMINISTRATIF 131 (2d ed. 1930) [hereinafter referred to
as HAuouou, PReCis ALLI.].
20 3 DUGUIT, TRArr DE DROIT CONsTITUTIONNEL 343 (3d ed. 1930), describes itablissements publics
as public services endowed with a special fund; for a similar definition compare LouIs ROLLAND, Paicls
DE DROrr ADMINISTRATIF 34 (§ 42) (9th ed. 1947). DE LAUBA^URE, 210 ff., defines the itablissement
public as a decentralized public organism performing a special public service. According to 2 VEanEL, DR.
ADMr. 465, the "classical" concept of etablissement public requires a juridical person of public law performing a public service.
2
Compare L. DUGUrr, LES TRANSFORMATIONS Du DROIT PUBLIC (1913); R. BONNARD, PRICIS BE DRoiT
ADmINISTrATIF ( 4 th ed. 1943); and the cited works of J~ze and Rolland. On this "&ole du service
publics" see I VEDEL, DR. AnM. 48-51. For some famous court decisions of the period utilizing the
criterion of "public service," compare T.C., Feb. 8, 1873, Blanco, D.873.3.I7, concl. David, S.I873.2.153,
concl. David (held that state responsibility for damages caused by agents employed in the public service
comes within the jurisdiction of administrative courts); C.E., Feb. 6, 1903, Terrier, D.19o4. 3 .65. cond.
Romieu, S.1903.3.25, concl. Romieu, note Hauriou (where administration had promised payment for
killing of snakes, act of killing constituted a public service and litigation relative to the service belonged
before administrative tribunals); T.C., Feb. 29, 19o8, Feutry, S.19o8.3.97, concl. Teissier, note Hauriou,
R.D.P.I9O8.266, note J~ze (liability of a d~partement for damages caused by mental patient escaped from
de'partement asylum is determined by administrative courts); C.E., March 4, 191o, Thfrond, S.1911.3.17,
concl. Pichat, note Hauriou, R.D.P.Ipxo.353, note J~ze (administrative tribunals have jurisdiction over
contract of municipality for performance of a public service, in the instant case the service of a dogcatcher). See also, CHARas E. FREEDEMAN, THE CNSEIL D'TAT IN MODERN FRANCE 118-I22, 142143 (i96i).
This term may designate either an activity or an organism performing this activity, and has been
rendered ambiguous by the fact that the administration may exercise a public service in private law form
(gestion privie); by the rise of industrial or commercial public services; and by the application of
administrative law to areas unrelated to a public service; see C.E., June 1o, 1929, Commune de Mons~gur,
S.1921.3.49, note Hauriou. Some writers today go so far as to relegate the term to the realm of empty
slogans or of "legal existentialism"; cf. Chenot, La notion de service public dans la jurisprudence
.conomique du Conseil d'ttat, 4 ArtuDs ET DOCUMsENTS 77 (1950); Rivero, Existe-t-il un critre du droit
adminjtratij?,R.D.P.1953.259; I VEDEL, DR. ADM. 51 ff. While recognizing the vagueness of the term,
Waline proposes an approximate definition to the effect that public service consists of an activity of
public interest in which public authorities-without necessarily assuming financial responsibility-have
taken the initiative and over which they exercise some form of control; WtALNF 624 (§ 1057). The
term continues to be used by courts: T.C., Nov. 3, 1958, Daubie, R.D.P.x959.6S; C.E., April 20, 1956,
Ppoux Bertin, D.i 9 5 6.J. 43 3 , note de Laubadre, R.D.P.19 5 7 .oI, note Waline; Oct. 19, 1956, Soc. Le
B~ton, D.1956.J.68i, concl. Long; T.C., March 28, x955, Effinieff, J.C.P.1 9 5 5 .2.8 7 86, note Blaevoet
Accepting the modern proliferation of public services, the Tribunal of Conflicts attempted to introduce
a new category of services publics sodals which supposedly are subject to private law, at least in their
relation to employees and users; T.C., Jan. 22, 1955, Naliato, Rec.p.614, D.1956.J.58, note Eisenmann,
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concept of administrative law, its utility for purposes of classification is doubtful.
-As a rule, public corporations still perform "public services." But it is recognized
today that public bodies may on occasion exercise private functions or act in a
private capacity, while on the other hand, "public services" may be performed by
private corporations or institutions. 24 According to a more recent definition by
Marcel Waline, the itablissement public is an entity of public (administrative) law
which is both decentralized and specialized in its functions.25 The implications of
this definition deserve closer examination.
2.

Public Law "Personality"

The fact that the itablissement public is an artificial "person" of public law
signifies primarily that it is a subject of legal rights and duties and endowed with
a special fund which is not entirely integrated into the state budget. This aspect
distinguishes the corporate institution from administrative services which are entrusted, by way of concession or in some other form, to private individuals. The
creation of such public law "persons" regularly requires legislative or at least executive
action.
R.D.P.1955.7i6, note Waline; Jan. 13, 1958, Berry, R.D.P.195 9 .128. However, the expansion of this
category was immediately checked by other courts, C.C., Oct. 30, 1957, Veuve Radux c. ville d'Asnires,
D.I 9 5 8.J.4 24 ; CE., March 21, 1958, Sieur Salin, R.D.P.19 5 9 .xa2, concl. Bernard. Compare De Laubad~e,
La notion et le rigime juridique des services publics sociaux en droit administralif jranpais, DR. Soc. 494
(1959). For a r~sum6 of the judicial attitude, see WALINE 629 (§ io63); DE LAUBADkRE 24. See also
Morange, Le diclin de la notion juridique de service public, D.x947.Chron.XII.45; Waline, Vicissitudes
r 4centes de la notion de service public, REV. ADM. No. 5, 23 (1948); E. Lop, EssAi sUR LA NoTION n,,
SERVICE PUBLIC EN DRoiT ADMINISrRATIF FRAN9AIS (1949); J. L. DE CORAIL, LA CRisn DE LA NoTION
JURIDIQUE DE SERVICE PUBLIC EN DROIT ADMINIsrRATIp FRANqAIs

(1954);

L'Huillicr,

d propos de 1a

"crise" de la notion de service public, D.195 5 .Chron.XXII.xi9; Nouvelles riflexions stur I service public,
D.19 57.Chron.XVI.9i.
" C.C., Civ. ire, Nov. 17, 1954, Soc. civile du domaine de Dreux, D.19 5 5.J.7 7 , note Lavau (public
body employing private law procedures for recovery of debt); CE., May 14, 1948, Jacquin, R.D.P.x9 4 9 .6oo,
note Waline (private law contract concluded by municipality for performance of fire works); July 18,
1936, Apoux Faure, Rec.p.8oo (exercise of patria potestas over orphans by office of public assistance); Oct.
i6, 1935, Dame Madaud, Rec.p.938 (provisional administration of property of mental patient by office of
public assistance); June I9, 1918, Soc. des voiliers franqais, Rec.p.597 (capacity of public administration
to conclude private law contracts); July 31, 1912, Soc. des granits des Vosges, Rec.p.9o9, S.19I7.3.15,
concl. Blum (similar). On this area of gestion privie, see WALINE 70, 80-83 (§ 109, 131-133); DE
LAUABD RE 3233; I V.DE., DR. ADm. 22.
a' See notes 232-40 infra.
R. CONNOIs, LA NoTioN D'ATABLISSEMENT PUBLIC EN DROIT ADMNSTRATW
WALINE 353 ( 594)

FAN AIs (1959), adopts a somewhat broader definition according to which the etablissement public
is a public organism (that is, any organism subject to some governmental authority) endowed with legal
While his arguments are impressive because of
personality and dedicated to a special purpose (at 3).
their logical rigor and perhaps are acceptable as guidelines for future reform, they are hardly in agreement with present practice. In determining whether or not a body is an etablissement public, recent
decisions concentrate primarily on internal organization and modes of operation, C.E. Dec. 13, 1957,
Barot, Rec.p.675; other criteria are the origin and nature of the revenues, the objectives of the body, and
the statutory basis. Compare T.C., Nov. 23, 1959, Soc. mobili re et immobilibre de meuncria,
R.D.P.x96o.676, note Waline, La distinction des tablissements publics administratifset industriels, ct la
possibiliti, pour tin itablissement administratif de faire des operations commerciales. On the general
concept, see also M.

FLurPE, EsSAi SUR LA NOTION D'ETABLISEMENT PUBLIC (1945).

" A similar governmental action, however, may on occasion create private law corporations or associa-

-tions.

For instance, in. the case itablisscments d'utilit publique such as the National Savings Movement

(ordinance of Oct. 13, 1945) or various municipal savings banks; or in the case of national companies
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Formerly, according to the Law of July 13, 1925, national itablissementspublics

could only be created by a law "which determines their objective, their principles
of managment and confers on them legal personality and, as the case may be,
financial autonomy."2
This requirement has been modified by the Constitution

of the Fifth Republic. According to Article 34 of this Constitution, the Legislature
has to establish the rules "concerning the creation of categories of itablissements

publics." 8

In comparison to the previous regulation, the constitutional pro-

vision is at the same time more restrictive and more liberal: it is more rigid in

that it prohibits the creation by executive decree of all categories of itablissements
publics, even of those not national in character; it is more lenient in that it permits
the executive organs to create new itablissements publics, even if they are national,

as long as they come within the province of a "category" established by law. In
November 1959, the Constitutional Council ruled that the creation of a single
itablissement public may amount to the creation of a new category if the character of the particular institution does not fit into existing schemes determined by

law 2
Due to the "public" character of the itablissementspublics, their organization and
functions are regularly governed by rules of administrative law. The organs of these
bodies are entitled to render administrative decisions of a self-executing character
which, however, are subject to the control of supervising authorities and may be
attacked through action for annulment (exc~s de pouvoir) before administrative
courts3 0 Thus, in collecting a debt, organs of the corporation may issue writs of
attachment which require the debtor either to pay or to contest his obligation
immediately in court. Within the limits established by the Legislature, the itablissesuch as the National Railway Corporation or the Credit Institute of the Ivory Coast (decree of Feb. 4,
1955); see NVALINE, 255 (0 411) and 355 (§ 598).
On the other hand, corporations which today are
recognized as "public" may have had a private origin; e.g., the former French Law School at Cairo;
see note 242 infra.
7

Law of July 13, 1925, art. 205; id. at 357 (§ 6oi); 2 JizE, op. cit. supra note 16, at 29. According
to a law of Aug. 17, X948, administrative public corporations, but not commercial public corporations
could be abolished by decree; C.E., Nov. 16, 1956, Union syndicale des industries aironautiques,
J.C.P.1957.2.9 9 68, note Blaevoet, D.9 5 6-J. 7 5 9, conl. Laurent. The Constitution of 1958 abrogated
this provision.
" This article has to be viewed in conjunction with Article 37, according to which matters not reserved
for the Legislature can be regulated by executive or administrative orders.
"' Conseil Constitutionnel, Nov. 27, 1959, R.D.P.196o.xoi8-2o, 1022-24, note Waline, held that
the establishment of the Autonomous Transport Direction of Paris constituted by itself the creation of a
category of ltablissements publics. At the same time, the Council decided that "rules concerning the
creation of a category," in the terms of Article 34, are those which form a constitutive or essential element
of the organization of a public corporation. Consequently, rules determining the total number of
members of the administrative council of the Transport Direction and the number of representatives of
local authorities in this council were held to be of a regulatory character within: the meaning of Article
37.
,0 C.C., Req., May 9, 1953, Durif, D.H.1933.31 4 (ordinary courts have no jurisdiction to review
such decisions of corporate organs); also C.E., April 2o, 1951, Fauquier, Rec.p.2o4 (involving decisions
of Atomic Energy Commission, a public corporation created by ordinance of Oct. 18, 1945, law of
Aug. 13, 1947). Only in" very rare instances are private associations entitled to render self-executing
decisions; compare C.E., Oct. 29, 1952, Delsuc, Rec.p.478 (concerning French Union of Veterans'
Associations).
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ment public may levy taxes and other contributions8 1

At the same time, although

public corporations enjoy certain-fiscal privileges, they are subject to taxation as soon
as they have independent revenues or other sources of income

2

If the public

interest so demands, public corporations may exercise the power of eminent
domainP3 Also, works executed by such corporations or in their name have regularly
the character of public works (trataux publics) Y' By virtue of provisions of the
Code of Civil Procedure, public corporations are unable to make compositions with
debtors or resort to arbitration. 5
The applicability of administrative law to public corporations has the further
result that their personnel normally possess the status of civil servants or "public
agents." 36 As a rule, legal disputes between corporations and employees or third
. C.E., Dec. 2o, 1935, Soc. des itablissements Vezia, R.D.P.1 6.131, concl. Latourneric. However,
93
in some cases, private corporations and associations are also sustained by fiscal resources; see WALINE 358

(5 602).
2

C.E., May i and Dec. 4, 1931, Chambre de commerce de X, D.I 9 3 2. 3 .17 , note Trotabas. See also
Chalandon, Limposition des collectivitis et des itablissemonts publics, REv. DE SCIENCE FT DE LEGISLATION FINANCI-RES 162 (1933).

" CM., June 29, 1951, Lavandier, S.i951.3.9i.
",C2., April 12, 1957, Mimouni, Rec.p.262.

5
Code of Civ. Proc., arts. 83 and Ioo4; cf. 2 VEn.L, DR. ADm. 466; also T.C. May 19, 1958, Soc.
Myrtoon Steamship et Cie v. l'Atat, D.19 5 8.J.6 9 9 , note Robert, L'aptitude de l'ltat et des etablissements
ou organismes publics a l'arbitrage de droit privi, et la delimitation des comptences administrative ct
judiciare.
8'C.., Dec. 24, 1937, de la Bigne de Villeneuve, D.H.z 9 3 8.z8 5 (concerning public corporation
attached to the state); Jan. 7, 1947, Devaux, J.C.P.I 9 4 7 .4 .6i (concerning departement or municipal
corporations). C2., June 4, 1954, Affortit ct Vingtain, Rec.P.342, concl. Chardeau, D.i954.Somm.65,
established the important rule that all employees of public corporations are placed in a public law
relationship even if their employment contract does not contain a clause exceeding the regular confines
of the general law, as long as their functions permit them to participate directly in the performance of
the public service of the corporation. See also C.E., April 20, 1956, tpoux Bertin, Rec.p.16 7 , concl. Long,
R.D.P.1956.869 and 1145, 1957.1oz, note Waline; July 5, 1957, Evrard, Rec.p.446, concl. Tricot; Feb.
21, 1958, Bergey, Rec.p.12o, R.D.P.19 5 8.5 79 ; March 2z, i958, Sieur Salin, R.D.P.x95 9.122, concl.
Bernard; March 11, 1959, Grimaldi, R.D.P. 1959.803; March 20, 1959, Lauthier, concl. Bernard,
R.D.P.19 5 9 .77o; Nov. 4, 1959, Goett, R.D.P.1 9 6o. 3 7 2; T.C., Jan. 13, 1958, Chardon, D.x958.J.4X2, note
Blaevoet; Nov. 23, 1959, Bruneaux, R.D.P.196o. 3 4 9; Nov. 23, 1959, Demoisclle Santelli, R.D.P.196o.7o8.
Private employment contracts therefore exist only where the application of private law was stipulated in
the employment contract, or where the employment is so definitely auxiliary or menial as to exclude
participation in the performance of the public service; CE., Dec. 23, 1955, Dame de Fresquct, Rec.p.6o5;
Jan. 20, I956, Dombret, R.D.P.19 5 6.6 7 6. The decisive criterion is not the designation or nature of the
work itself, compare C.E., April 13, 1956, Chambre de commerce du Mans et de ]a Sarthe, Rec.p.6 3 2, with
T.C., Jan. 13, 1958, Chardon, R.D.P.1 9 5 8.5 7 9 , D.z958.J. 4 12, note Blaevoet (involving two types of
"moniteurs"), also, CR., Oct. 8, 1958, Fornaresio ct Morara, R.D.P.19 5 9.3 5 9 , with Feb. 25, 1959,
H8pital-hospice de Bernay, R.D.P.1959.78o (involving different kinds of hospital employees); nor is it
the temporary character of the work, compare C.E., March 16, 1955, Dame Stella Martin, Rec.pp.718,786,
May 27, 1957, Mathais, Rec.p.353, with C., Nov. 2, 1956, Maurisset, Rec.p. 412, June 26, 1957, Pichot
et Allin, Rec.pp.881,927; nor the mode of remuneration, CR., Jan. 13, 1958, Chardon, Rcc. p.789; nor
the place in the employment hierarchy, C.E., Nov. 28, 1958, Lepouse, D.19 5 9.J.263 ; rather, it is the possibility of participation in the performance of the public service of the institution, C.E., May 11, 1959, Dame
Climaque, R.D.P.1 9 5 9 .1o7 I; March 2o, 1959, Lauthier, concl. Bernard, R.D.P.r9 5 9 .7 7o. On the right of
public employees to strike, compare CR., July 7, 195o, Dehaene, S.195o.3.1o 9 , I>I95o.J.5 3 8, note
Gervais, J.C.P.195o.2.5681, concl. Gazier, R.D.P.195o.691, note Waline (in the absence of statute,
government can stipulate limitations of this right in order to prevent abuses and safeguard the public
interest; but limitations are subject to review by administrative courts); Nov. 28, 1958, Lepouse,
D.I 9 5 9 .J.a6 3 , note Quermonne, R.D.P.1959. 3 o6 and 360, note Waline; June 1o, z959, Syndicat national
des personnels des prifectures, R.D.P.1959.o 7 1; Oct. 26, 196o, Syndicat gdnral de la navigation
adrienne, R.D.P.96i.18i; see also Mankiewicz, Right to Strike of Civil Servants and Employees in the
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persons come within the jurisdiction of administrative courts and are adjudicated in
accordance with substantive administrative law!7 Agreements executed by public
corporate bodies usually have the character of administrative contracts, i.e., contracts
which may contain clauses exceeding the confines of the general or civil law,
8 This
especially provisions granting monopoly rights or exacting special penalties
does not mean, however, that public corporations may not conclude civil law con9
tracts or act in other ways like private individuals subject to the general civil law!
If damages are caused by the activities of the public corporation, tort claims are tried
before administrative courts on the basis of administrative law. 0 Liability in such
cases lies with the corporation itself rather than the supervising authorities. The
relations between the public corporation and the users of its services are also
regularly governed by administrative principles in the sense that users are entitled
to equal treatment 4' although a certain degree of discrimination may be justified
42
in the public interest.
Public Services, Under the French Constitution of z946, 4 Am. J. CoMP. L. 89 (1955). On the concept
of "public agent," see WNALiNE 630 (5 1O65), 776 §f. (§§ I633 ff.); 2 VEDEL DR. ADN. 483 if.; D.
Ruzi , AGENTS DES PEESONNES PUBLIQUES ET AGENTS DES PERSONNS PIUVAES (I96O); T.C., Nov. 23,
I959, Demoiselle Santelli, D.i96oJ.28o, note de Laubad&re, Les agents de l'Administration et la nature
de leur contrat; caracttres distinctifs du contrat administratif de P' "agent public."
" T.C., Dec. 9, i899, Syndicat du canal de Gignac, S.1900.3.49, note Hauriou; C.E., May 29, 1959,
Goehrs, R.D.P.1 9 5 9 .ion2; T.C., April 20, i959, Demoiselle Salle, R.D.P.1959.J020. For delimitation
of jurisdiction of administrative and ordinary courts compare also C.E., July 4, 1958, Gayard,
R.D.P.I95g. 138.
" Administrative contracts are characterized either by their nature, e.g., permitting the contractor
to participate in: performance of public service, C.E., July Ix-iS, i96o, Comp. industrielle des Bois de
Clerval, R.D.P.I96i. 3 96; T.C., Nov. 23, 1959, Demoiselle Santelli, R.D.P.i96o.7o8; C.E., Dec. 4, 1959,
Sieur Delmas, R.D.P.i96o.7o8; Jan. 23, 1959, Commune d'Huez, R.D.P.1959.Io6o; Nov. 14, 1958,
Union meunibre de laGironde, R.D.P.1959.335; or by referring to execution of public works, C.E., Nov.
6, i959, Auguste, R.D.P.i96o.3 4 7; Nov. 4, 1959, Fourcade, R.D.P.196o.7o9; T.C., Nov. 3, 1958,
Compagnie d'assurances L'Union, R.D.P.1 9 5 9. 3 35; or by the fact that they contain clauses exceeding
the regular confines of common law, T.C., Nov. 14, 196O, Soc. anonyme commerciale agricole v.
O.N.I.C., R.D.P.96L.3 97; C.E., Nov. 25, 1959, Soc. nouvelle d'exploitation des plages, piscines et
patinoires, R.D.P.i96o.7o9; Jan. 23, 1959, Lacombe, R.D.P.1959.78o; T.C., Nov. 3, 1958, Pr6fet de
l'Aube v. D~cesse, R.D.P.1 9 5 9 .3 5 4 . On administrative contracts and the so-called clauses exorbitantes
du droit commun, see NVALINE 82 (§ 132), 524 ff. (§ 892 if.), 530 (§ 900); DE LAU1ADkRE 33.
O"C.E., June I, 1948, Jouvet, D.1948.J.537, note Blaevoet. Compare note 23 supra; see also J.
LAMARQUE, RECHERCHES SUR L'APPLICATION DU DRoIT PiuvP AUX SERVICES PUBLIcS ADIINISTATIFS
(1959), review Roche, R.D.P.i96o.894.
'o T.C., May 23, 19o8, Joulli6, S.19O9.3.49, note Hauriou; July io, 1907, Gillet, ibid. and Rec.p.643;
C.E., March 8, 1907, Affaire Commune de Flix-Faure, ibid., and Rec.p.228. Responsibility for damages
caused to users of vacation camps organized by public institutions is traditionally tried before administrative tribunals, T.C., March 31, 195o, Gavillet, D.I95o.J.33I, concl. Dupuich; C.E., July 17, 1950,
Delcasso, D.i95o.Somm.67; July 3, 1953, ttesse, Rec.p. 3 55. In recent years, the Tribunal of Conflicts
held that the ordinary courts had jurisdiction here, as the relations between vacation camps and users
were analogous to civil law relations. T.C., Jan. 22, 1955, Naliato, Rec.p.614, R.D.P.1955.716, note
Waline. But other courts reasserted the jurisdiction of administrative courts in similar situations; e.g.,
C.C., Oct. 30, 1957, Veuve Radux v. ville d'Asni~res, D.i 9 5 8.J.42 4 . According to a statute of Dec. 31,
1957, actions for recovery of damages caused by cars or other vehicles belonging to "persons" of public
law come within the jurisdiction of ordinary courts; T.C., Nov. x4, 196o, Compagnie des bateaux h
vapeur du Nord, R.D.P.I 9 6i.377; May 25, 1959, Lecarme, R.D.P.1959.io2i.
" C.E., June 6, 1947, Union catholique du diocese de Versailles, S.1948.3.27. The right to equal
treatment is one of the three principal rules characterizing a public service which Louis Rolland deduced
from available court decisions: (i) the rule of continuity, or of uninterrupted performance of the service;
(2) the rule of mutability, or of the adaptation of the service to technical and social progress; (3) and the
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In the administration of their funds, public corporations are subject to budgetary
rules and principles of public accountability. 3 Consequently, all expenditures of
itablissementspublics must be based on the provisions of a budget which has to be
set up at the beginning of each year by duly authorized organs of the corporation.
All financial transactions are subject to the administrative supervision of public
auditors (contrdleurs d'Etat)44 and to an annual judicial examination by the Audit
Court (Cour des Comptes) ' Due to the public character of their budget, the
assets of public corporations are exempt from seizure, forced sale, or any other
form of legal attachment.46
3. Decentralization

As a "decentralized" corporate body, the etablissernent public is not entirely integrated into the general administration; and its operation is thus distinguished from
services directly performed by the state or by its territorial subdivisions. Above all,
the itablissement public enjoys a considerable degree of financial autonomy. This
means that it has its own budget, and that the expected revenues and expenditures are
determined by the administrative organs of the corporation rather than by the
general budget of the state as finally approved by the Legislature.4 7 As a result
of their financial autonomy, public corporations are able to dispose of any amount
of their revenues not spent during a fiscal year by transferring it to the following
year's budget. This possibility of saving and self-financing obviously acts as an
incentive to careful and economical management. Financial autonomy also has the
advantage of encouraging donations and legacies of wealthy individuals who are
frequently more willing to entrust their contributions to the special fund of a
corporation rather than to the state where the amalgamation of all revenues might
divert the gift from its purpose.
The decentralized or autonomous character of public corporations and of their
funds makes it possible for their organs to execute contracts or other agreements
with the state. Similarly, public corporations are able to acquire rights against the
rule of the equality of users of the service. See Rolland, Notions gen'rales stir
ls services publics,
LEs CouRs DE Daorr (1940); WAxaNa 626-628 (§§ i058-106i). For the rule of equality, compare C.E.,
Dec. 17, 1958, Soc. anonyme des distilleries Comic, R.D.P.1959. 3 4 8; Jan. 21, 1944, Darmon, Rec.p.22
(annulment of a numerus clausus); Dec. 29, 1911, Chomel, D.x9 4 .3 . 5 (postal administration not entitled
to require an individual to collect his mail at the post office).
"'C.E., July ii, I96O, Soc. des Phosphates Tunisiens, R.D.P.x96i. 3 87 ; March 15, 1946, Odilon
Platon, Rec.p.79. As a rule, special tariffs must correspond to special situations and must be offered to
all individuals placed in such situations or willing to accept derogation from usual tariffs; C.C., Civ.,
August 5, 1946, S.N.C.F., D.19 4 6J.393; C.E., Nov. 17, 1943, Ptablissement Tiflex, Rec.p.26o; July i,
1936, Veyre, Rec.p.713.
"E.g., decree of Dec. 10, 1953; WALNE 354 (§ 596).
"'Law of Oct. 25, 1935; ordinance of Nov. 23, 1944.
"'Law of April 4, 1941. With respect to general financial control of public corporations attached
to the state, see decree of Oct. 9, 1954 (No. 54.Ioo8).
"C.C., Comm., July 9, 1951, Soc. nat. des entreprises de presse, J.C.P.x951.2.6 43 7; Seine, Oct. 18,

1933, Office nat. du tourisme, D.19 3 4 .2.65, note Waline.
"TItems of the corporate budget appear in the state budget only in cases where the corporation
receives state subsidies for the balancing of deficits.
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state,4 s appear as plaintiffs in their own names, and even litigate against the state.
At the same time, as has been pointed out, financial autonomy also entails the
separate financial responsibility of public corporations4 9 in the sense that the state
and its territorial subdivisions are not responsible for the liabilities of public corporations except in cases where such responsibility has been formally assumed by contract
or where a quasi-delictual obligation arises out of negligence in the exercise of
supervisory functions. Widespread misconceptions concerning this aspect of responsibility were among the principal factors which in 1935 enabled Stavisky to
perpetrate an enormous swindle with'the "bonds" of the Municipal Credit Institute in
Bayonne, a public corporation. In the Stavisky case, the Council of State ruled
that neither the state nor the municipality as such were responsible for the liabilities
of the credit institute. However, in view of negligence in the exercise of their
supervisory functions, both state and the municipality were held liable in tort
(quasi-delict) ."
As can be seen, decentralization or autonomy of public corporations does not
imply complete absence of control or supervision. In fact, all public corporations are
subject to some form of government supervision 51 by being attached either to the
state itself or to one of its territorial subdivisions. In this sense it is possible to
distinguish between national, provincial (d~partemental) and municipal or county
corporations. The supervising territorial administrative agency is entitled to participate in the designation of the organs of the public corporation, and to supervise,
in a broad manner, its administrative and financial management. The supervising

authority is not necessarily determined by the locality in which the corporation
exercises its functions. Thus, corporations located in a dipartement or municipality
may very well be subject to state control.52 Rather, the classification of corporations
as national, provincial or municipal depends on the organ exercising the power of

supervision and tutelage. 3 In some instances, public corporations may be attached
to the supervising authority of other public corporations, such as syndicates of

municipalities or local communities."

The power of control and supervision is

"oC.E., Dec. i, 195o, Alectricit6 de France, 8.1951.3.6i, note Boulois, D.r952.J.64 2, note L'Huillier.
This case involved an "industrial" public corporation; but the principle is applicable to all public corporations.
" C.E., April 1, 1938, Soc. de l'h6tel d'Albe, Rec.p.3 4 1.
ro C.E., March 29, 1946, Caisses d'assurances sociales du d6partement de Meurthe et Mosselle,
R.D.P.1946.49o, concl. Lefas, note J~ze, S.1947.3-73, note Mathiot; Dec. 2o, 1946, Pardini, Rec.p.3ii.
"' C.E., Nov. 20, 19o8, Chambre de commerce de Rennes, S.19IO.3.17, note Hauriou.

The principal

exceptions to this rule are the chambers of commerce; C.E., Feb. 21, 1936, Retail, S.J9 3 6.3.I2I, note
Alibert, D.193 6.3 .7, note Gros. There is also an international public corporation, the Franco-Swiss
Airport at Basel-Miihlhausen, established by the Franco-Swiss Convention of July 4, 1949. See Hahn,
International and SupranationalPublic Authorities, supra, at 638-65.
"E.g., veterans' offices (decree of May io, 1947) and teachers' colleges located in the various
dpartements (decree of April 24, 1948) are state corporations.
" C.E., Oct. 28, 1938, Veuve Alaize, Rec.p.8oI. According to Connois, the distinction between
national and local public corporations rests upon different forms of administrative approval of financial
accounts. Connois, op. cit. supra note 25, at 151 ff.
" Thus, municipal credit institutes (decree of May 20, 1955), municipal hospitals (law of Dec. 2z,
1941, decree of April 17, 1943), and other bodies may be attached to syndicates of municipalities; see
WALINE 362 (§ 6o8).
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greatly increased in cases where, due to insufficiency of revenues and budgetary
deficits, the public corporation has to solicit state subsidies. Demands for such
subsidies are not infrequent and seem to have multiplied in recent decades.6 In
such cases, budgetary appropriation has to be approved by Parliament, with the
result that the theoretical autonomy of the public corporation is greatly overshadowed if not replaced by centralized management.
4. Specialization
Functional specialization distinguishes the Itablissements publics from territorial
corporate bodies such as ddpartements or municipalities, which perform a great
variety of services. 56 As a rule, the function or objective of a public corporation is
narrowly circumscribed. However, there are some public corporations-such as
chambers of commerce or syndicates of municipalities-whose functions are, at least
to a degree, more diversified. Functional specialization implies that the corporation
cannot engage in activities or use its funds for purposes alien to its particular
objective. Any attempt to undertake such activities invariably results in annulment
by administrative courts. 57 Similarly, a public corporation cannot accept donations
or contributions for purposes outside the scope of its special functions5 8 Also, the
public corporation cannot maintain a court action concerning matters unrelated to
its legal purpose.59
5. Examples of ltablissements Publics
An almost infinite number of corporate bodies are today classified either by
statute or by judicial decision as Itablissements publics. Public corporations operate
in practically every field of public concern, such as agriculture and commerce, finance,
national education and art, public health, social security and public welfare, construction, city planning, public works, and transportation, information and communication, national defense and veterans' administration, and various other fields0 0
The great majority of public corporations are attached either to the state or to
" According to Drago, state subsidies granted during 1953 to public corporations (excluding "industrial" public corporations) amounted approximately to 50 billion francs. Drago, The Public Corporation in France, in W. FRIEDMANN (ED.), THE PUBLIC CORPORATION X13, 125 (1954).
11Compare V. H. RdrprT, LE PRINCIPE DE SPICIALITIE (Igo6).
r7 C.E., May 15, 1959, Dame Duchemin, R.D.P.i959.xo57 (acquisition of buildings and furnture for
the purpose of reunions, lectures, and festivities is outside the functions of municipal school funds); Dec.
13, 1939, S6guinaud, D.H.I9 4 O.79 (annulment of decision taken by a welfare office to run a motion
picture theater in order to increase revenues); May 22, 1903, Caisse des 6coles du Vie arrondissement de
Paris, D.I90 4 .3 .I, concl. Romieu, S.i9o5.3.33, note Hauriou (municipal school funds, established
for the purpose of encouraging enrollment in public schools, cannot be used for public welfare objectives,
e.g., by assisting needy children attending private schools).
58 CYE., August i0,I917, Commune de Vivonne, Rec.p.634.
n C.E., June 4, 1954, cole nationale d'administration, S.195 4.3 .9 6, Rec.p.338, concl. Chardeau (the
teaching function of the National School of Administration prevents the latter from bringing action
directed against a change in civil service regulations).
60For a list of the major public corporations in France, grouped according to their fields of activity,
see WALINE 377-80 (§ 635 bis). A list of "national" public corporations may be found in CoNzsois,
op. cit. supra note 25, at 221-38. For arfolder list of public corporations, grouped according to their
attachment to supervisory authorities, see HAuIuou, PrCs 241-45.
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municipalities and counties, while only a comparatively small number of corporations
operate under the supervision of dpartements.
The principal corporations attached to the state are the following: state hospitals; 6 national schools and other educational or cultural institutions, such as the
College of France and college faculties," 2 universities,6 3 secondary schools," state
teachers' colleges,6 5 the National School of Administration, 6 the National Conservatory of Music," the national libraries," the National Scientific Research Center,69
various national museums and national theatres; 70 agricultural and commercial
institutions, such as the chambers of agriculture71 and of handicraft 2--but not
the chambers of commerce 7 -the National Institute of Original Designations
(I.N.A.O.) ;74 institutions for public works, such as "authorized syndical associations"; 75 various "offices," such as the National Immigration Office,76 and the National Office of Navigation; 77 state banks, such as national deposit and savings
" Ordinance of Feb. 21, 1841, decrees of June 12, 1912, and Nov. 5, 1952.
"2Decree of July 25, I885, law of Dec. 31, 1932, decree of June 18, 1935.

On the Institut de
France, composed of the five great Academies, see CONNOIS, op. cit. supra note 25, at 134 17.
"' Laws of April 27, 1893, and July io, 1896, decree of July 31, 1920.
"4Decree of March 17, 18o8, law of March 15, 185o, decrees of Sept. 28, x9o8, and Aug. 27, 1943.
" Law of July 19, 1889, decree of April 24, 1948; for tcoles normales supirieures, see the laws of
Feb. 3, 1953, and April io, 1954.
" Ordinance of Oct. 9, 1945, decree of Feb. 2o, 1946.
" Laws of Dec. 31, 1942 and Oct. 7, 1946.
" Law of April 29, 1926, decrees of Sept. 12, 1927, and March 5, 1928.
"' Ordinance of Nov. 2, 1945, decree of June xi, 1949 (formerly Scientific Research Fund, law of
July 14, i9O1); see C.E., Feb. 28, 195i, Syndicat national de la recherche scientifique, technique et
atomique, Rec.p.123.
70 E.g., Union of National Lyrical Theatres (law of Jan. 14, 1939) and the National Theatre of the
Comedie Franfaise (decrees of Oct. 12, 1812, April 27, 185o, Feb. 27 and April 23, 1946). The
question as to whether theaters could be public bodies or perform a public service was formerly the object
of a vivid debate. The courts denied this possibility, and Hauriou protested strongly against the
conception of a theater exercising a public service; see note to C.E., April 7, 1916, Astruc, S.1916.3.49.
Since 1923, however, judicial attitude has changed and admits that national theaters such as the Opira,
Ope'ra-Comique, and Comidie Franfaise, perform a public service of a cultural character; C.E., July 27,
1923, Gheusi, R.D.P.192 3 .6o and 566, note J~ze, concl. Maz&at. Compare WAINsw 623 (§ 1054);
J zE, op. cit. supra note 16, at 17 n., 33 n.2.
7' Law of Jan. 3, 1924, decree of Dec. 8, 1928; cf. C.E., Oct. 5, 196o, Ass'n: permanente des Presidents
des Chambres d'agriculture, R.D.P.1961.391; July 1, 196o, same litigant, ibid.
" Law of July 26, 1925.
"0 Laws of July 23, 182o, April 9, 1898, and Feb. 19, 19o8, decrees of Sept. 3, 1851, June 14 and
Sept. 28, 1938. Even though the decree of 1851 described the chambers of commerce as etablissements
d'utilitS publique, their character as itablissements publics has been recognized at least since 1885,
C.C., Req. Oct. 28, i885, Cazentre, S.1886.i.437; but they are no longer subject to state supervision.
See note 51 supra, and CoNNos, op. cit. supra note 25, at 158-6o.
" Decree of July 16, 1947. The Institute (formerly National Committee of Original Designations,
law of July 30, X935) participates in the recognition and protection of wine designations. Its character as a public corporation was recognized in C.E., Nov. 13, 1959, Navizet, R.D.P.196o.1o 3 4 , cond.
Heumann, De la notion d'etablissement public; des consiquences de cette qualification sur los litiges
concernant les agents de ces itablissements (held that I.N.A.O. constitutes an ltablissement public because
of its organization and management, especially the appointment of its personnel, its fiscal revenues, it
exercise of administrative prerogatives, and its submission to the Audit Court).
" Law of June 2x, x865; T.C., Dec. 9, 1889, Association syndicale du canal de Gignac, S.1900.3.49,
note Hauriou. See note 96 inIra.
" Ordinance of Nov. 2, 1945, decree of Nov. 26, 1946.
" Laws of Feb. 27, 1912, and Nov. 11, 1940.

According to T.C., Feb. 1o, 1949, Guis, Rec.p.59o,

the functions of the Office are of a two-fold character: they are either administrative public services (e.g.,
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banks7' and institutes administered by these banks, the Autonomous Amortization
Bank,70 the National Social Security Fund,"0 and other financial and insurance
institutions; the Legion of Honor; and the National Center of Cinematography. 2
Corporations subject to supervision by the dcpartements are some mental hospitals
and psychiatric clinics, various welfare offices, s3 agricultural offices and chambers,
d~partement museums,8 4 and, of a more recent date, d~partement syndicates for the
protection against fireY5 On the municipal level, public corporations include
municipal hospitals and clinics," local welfare offices and bureaus of public assistance, 7 primary school funds, 8 municipal credit institutes,8 9 local museums,90
"syndicates" of municipalities or counties, 1 and "sections" of municipalities or
counties0 2 In addition, there are corporate bodies attached to other public
where the Office simply guarantees the orderly access of internal waterways to all users) or "industrial
or commercial" public services (e.g., where the Office performs activities which are of a certain economic
value to particular users, such as towage of ships through channels). See WALNE 77 (§ 124).
78 E.g., Caisse des dipots et consignations,laws of April 28, a816, and April 6, 1876; CaLsse nalionale
d'epargne, laws of April 9, 1881, April 8, i95o, Dec. 31, 1948. Cf. C.E., June 29, igo6, Lurton,
Rec.p.585.
"' Laws of April 29, and August 7, x926.
"Ordinance of Oct. 4, 1945, decree of June 8, 1946.
"KLaw of Flor~al 29, Year X, ordinance of March 26, I8i6, decree of March 16, 1852. Although
appointed by governmental decree, members of the Legion are not as such civil servants or public
agents; litigation concerning their appointment or status, therefore, does not come within the original
jurisdiction of the Council of State, C.E., Oct. 1, 1958, Gn&ial Nogus, R.D.P.i9 5 9.3 3 7; nor does it
necessarily come within the appellate jurisdiction of that court, C.E., March 9, x96o, Nogu&s et
Chayrou, R.D.P.i96o.863. See ealso, C.E., June 24, i96o, Grand Chancelier de ]a .,gion d'Honneur,
R.D.P.i 9 6s.177.
" Law of Oct. 25, 1946, decree of Dec. 28, 1946.
"Law of August io,1871.
"Law of April 16, 1895.
"'Decree of May 20, 1955 (No. 55.612). This decree enables the prefect and the departmenal council to create a departmental public corporation for the purpose of assisting municipalities whose personnel
and revenues are insufficient to combat fire damages. The organs of the corporation are an administrative commission, composed of three departmental councilors, three mayors, and four experts, with the
prefect as the executive organ'. The budget of the corporation is voted by the administrative commission; its revenues derive from obligatory municipal payments, departmental contributions, state subsidies,
and other sources. The corporation may be considered as an obligatory syndicate of municipalities. See
WALINE 369 (§ 622).
On the basis of a decree of Nov. 5, 1926, syndicates of d4parlements can be
established, resembling in their organization the syndicates of municipalities; see HAuRuOU, PRtCes A im.
135. A major example of public corporations comprising several dipartements are the so-called "economic regions"; see 2 VEDEL, DR. AD-J. 467.
"Laws of Jan. 22, April 8, and August 7, 185i, Dec. 21, 1941, decree of April 17, X943. Cf. C.E.,
Jan. 21, i9io, Leplat, Rec.p.47.
T
Decree of June 17, x852, law of July 15, 1893, decree of Feb. 2, 1955 (No. 55.x9o). There are also
so-called "Low-rent Housing Offices," established on the basis of laws of Dec. 5, 1922, and July 21, 1950.
" Laws of April io, 1867, and March 28, 1882. Primary schools as such are not public corporations.
On the legal character and purpose of primary school funds, see C.E., May 22, 1903, Caisse des &oles du
Vie arrondissement de Paris, D.19 o4.3 .1, concl. Romieu, S.19o5.3.33, note Hauriou.
"Laws of June 24, I85I and Oct. 16, i919, decree of Oct. 24, 1918. Their legal character as public
corporations has been recognized since C.E., June 20, i919, Brincat, S.1924.3.43. Compare Plytas,
Nature juridique des monts-de-pie', 2 REV. Gi"NiALE D'AOMINITRATION, 5 (IgIa); CONNO1S, Op. Cit.
supra note 25, at 166.
"Law of April x6, 1895.
"Laws of March 22, i8go and Nov. 13, 1917. On the organization of these syndicates and on the
recent creation of "mixed syndicates" and "urban districts" see notes lo9-ill infra.
"Law of July i8, x837. These bodies are simply parts of a municipality which are endowed with
a separate fund and whose purpose consists in the safeguarding and managing of this fund. Regularly thd
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corporations, such as the joint local government corporations created by syndicates of

municipalities.B
Apart from the differences in supervision and control, one may distinguishs
between Ltablissements publics which are foundations, i.e., institutions basically
characterized by their special fund, and those which are actual associations of a
number of persons. The majority of itablissements publics belongs to the first
category. Among "associational" corporate bodies, the following are of major
importance: the chambers of commerce, of agriculture, and of handicraft; 4 the
National Grain Office;9 5 and the authorized syndical associations of landowners. °
Doubtful in this respect is the classification of the syndicates of municipalities or
counties, since these syndicates do not constitute a new territorial collectivity, but
merely a corporate institution for the execution of a special function. The mentioned "associational" bodies are treated by the courts as regular ltablissements
9 7
publics
and, as such, have the same administrative rights and obligations as other
public corporationsY Their organs have the power to issue regulations of a profund is managed by the municipal council itself; occasionally, however, a special organ called "syndical
commission" is established for this purpose. See WALINE 395 (§ 663).
9 See note 54 supra.
", See notes 71-73 supra.
Office National Interprofessionnel des Cire'als (O.N.I.C.), laws of Aug. i5, 1936, and Nov. 17,.
1940; formerly Wheat Office (Offlce du B11), law of August 15, 1913. The Office handles primarilythe distribution of import licenses. According to T.C., Nov. 23, x959, Soc. mobilire et immobiire der
meunerie, R.D.P.i96o.676, the Office is an administrative public corporation which, however, may perform activities or services of an industrial or commercial character; litigation concerning these services
comes within the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts. Similarly, contracts executed in the commercial:
area are private law agreements subject to the jurisdiction of ordinary courts; C.E., Jan. 2o, i96o,
Coop&ative agricole de Ia r gion Clermont-d'Oise, R.D.P.i96o.io47; T.C., Nov. 14, ig6o, Soc. Coop&ative agricole de stockage de la r~gion d'Ablis, R.D.P.i 9 61 .3 3 7 ; unless such contracts contain clauses.
exceeding the confines of private law, C.E., Dec. 2i, i96o, Favier, R.D.P.i 9 6i. 3 3 8. Compare also C.E.,
Dec. 4, x959, Groupement national des fabricants r~gionaux d'aliments pour le btail, R.D.P.ig6o. 3 65 (in
distributing import licenses Office does not have the status of "commer~ant"); June 29, 596o, Grison,,
R.D.P.i 9 6i. 3 88.
T: Syndical associations for the performance of special tasks can be traced back to the Middle Ages.
The modern history of such associations dates from the statute of June 21, 1865. Subsequent statutes,
have introduced modified regulations for particular associations, e.g., the laws of Oct. is, 1940, May 16,.
1946, and August 18, 1948, for associations concerned with the reconstruction of devastated regions orcommunities. Other syndicates are concerned with swamp clearance, protection against floods or forestfires, and other tasks. Sometimes associations are created by voluntary agreement and retain a completely
private character, subject to a minimum of administrative supervisiof. Where a minority of landowners
is opposed to the creation of a needed association, the prefect may establish a compulsory or "authorized"'
association; even where a majority is opposed, the prefect may create a "forced" association on the basis
of a decree of Sept. 26, 1953. "Authorized" and "forced" associations are public corporations subject to,
administrative control and endowed with administrative prerogatives, such as compulsory membership,.
C.E., Feb. 13, 1953, Assoc. synd. de ]a digue de Param6, S.1 9 5 3 .3 .4 7 ; the power of eminent domain, C.E.,
June 29, 1951, Lavandier, S.I951.3.9I; and the right to levy taxes, C.E., June is, i95i, Procureur,
Rec.p.3o5; July 20, 1932, Ponnan, Rec.P-7 4 5 . Furthermore, the funds of these associations are exempt.
from legal attachment; their personnel may have the status of civil servants, C.E., April 25, 1913,.
Mouche, Rec.p.457; and works executed by them are regularly public works, G.E., Jan. II, 1946, Asoc..
synd. du lotissement du quartier des Ar~nes, Rec.p.s2. Cf. WALINa 370-377 (§§ 624-635).
" T.C., Dec. 9, 1899, Assoc. synd. du canal de Gignac, S.19oo.3.49, note Hauriou; C.E., July 26,.
1935, Clement et comit6 de dffense des usagers du march6 r~glement de Paris, S.1 9 36.i. 4 i, note Mestre.
" Some writers, it is true, distinguish "associational" bodies from other public bodies, and treat theformer as private or semi-public corporations; e.g., P~py, L'extension des fonctions de l'ttat, io ENCYCL..
FIRANgAisE Nos. I0-46 (1935).
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fessional or functional character and to levy contributions on all members in a semifiscal manner.
6. Organization and Management
Public corporations possess their own administrative organs which, although
subject to superior control, enjoy a considerable amount of autonomy. The prin-

cipal organ common to most public corporations is a governing board which may be
designated as administrative commission, agency, or council, and which legally
represents the corporation. In some instances, as in the case of hospitals, clinics,
and chambers of commerce, the governing board is the only existing organ and
combines both deliberative and executive functions. More frequently, however,
the board is supplemented by an executive office-sometimes headed by a directorgeneral-which controls the staff of the corporation and is regularly subject to the
supervision of the governing board. 9 In some rare instances, finally, the corporation
does not possess a governing board and is managed entirely by an executive director.
Methods of selecting the governing board are far from uniform. Frequently,
the members of the board are simply appointed by the government or a territorial
administration. In many cases, members are selected either in toto or in part by
direct or indirect election. The latter method obviously introduces a further element
of "decentralization" into the management of a corporation.

Decentralization in

this sense usually characterizes the "associational" public corporations, 100 but is by
no means limited to these bodies. In the case of hospitals and clinics, at least some
members of the administrative committee are elected by the municipal council. 1 1
The university councils are directly elected by the various faculties, while the deans
102
of faculties are appointed by the government on the basis of preceding elections.
Where syndical commissions are instituted for the administration of municipal sections, membership is based on election. The committees of syndicates of municipalities are directly elected by the municipal councils, while the governing boards of
chambers of agriculture, commerce, and handicraft as well as the committees of
syndical associations of landowners are elected by the compulsory syndicates or professional associations. 1 3 The president or chairman of the respective boards may
be appointed by the government; sometimes he is designated ex officio, such as the
mayor or prefect in the case of hospitals or colleges, and the rector of the academy
in the case of universities. In most "associational" bodies, the chairman is elected
by and from among the board members. °4
99HAURIOU, PR9CIS 246 n.I.
'0'Where the corporation is not based on a collectivity or social group, Vedel prefers to speak of mere

"deconcentration"
rather than "decentralization"; see 2 VEDnL, DR. ADm. 468.
'0 1 According to laws of Dec. 2o, 1941, and Nov. 20, 1943, hospital committees are presided over
by the mayor and include representatives of the municipal council, the medical profession, and social
insurance funds.
...See DE LAUBADiRE 213.
aHIAumou, Pafcis 245-246.

"' Drago, The Public Corporationin France, in W. FRIEDMANN (ED.), Thn PUBLIC CORPORtATION 113,
120-21 (1954)-
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A similar variety of methods can be found in the selection of executive organs
of public corporations where these organs are separate and distinct- from the
governing boards. In the majority of cases the executive organ or director is

appointed by the government or a territorial subdivision of the state. The executive
organs of "associational" corporations, however, are regularly selected by the governing boards. As previously mentioned, both the administrative organs and the
regular staff of public corporations have the status of civil servants, 10 5 although
corporations may employ additional personnel by private employment contract.' 0 6
Since 1946, the employees of public corporations-like other civil servants-are
entitled to form collective staff associations. As a result, administrative and technical
committees have been formed in all public corporations. These committees act in
an advisory capacity in connection with the administrative and functional management of the corporation 1 °7
In view of their growing importance, syndicates of municipalities are frequently
used by text-book writers for purposes of illustration1 0 8 The establishment of such
syndicates results from a voluntary act of the participating municipalities0 9l However, there is the additional requirement of administrative permission which can be
granted by the prefect in the case of municipalities located in the same departement,
and by the Council of State in the case of municipalities belonging to different
dlpartements.10 The syndicates have two major organs: a managing committee,
"'See note 36 supra. In the case of public corporations attached to the state,-this status has been.
recognized by the Civil Service Law of Oct. 19, 1946.
100 Compare C.C., Civ., Oct. 25, 1948, Piotet v. Bernier, D.19 4 9 .J.4 2.
107 Compare C.E., Feb. 28, 1951, Syndicat national de la recherche scientifique, technique et atomique,

Rec.p.x 3 (involving National Scientific Research Center). Concerning requirement of regular consultation of comiets techniques paritaires see C.E., March 6, 1959, Assoc. gfnrale des administrateurs civils,
R.D.P.s959.8os; Oct. 22, x958, Rode et Syndicat national des personnels des bases a&iennes,
R.D.P.I959.359.
1
' See NVALINE 365-370 (§§ 614-623); HAussou, PsiCIS 251-254.
109 The fact that the law of 189o left the creation of syndicates to the voluntary initiative of the
municipalities has kept the number of these corporations for a long time at a minimum. Gradually,
syndicates were formed for purposes of road construction, electrification, and water supply. The Vichy
regime attempted to establish compulsory, or non-voluntary, syndicates; but this procedure was
abandoned after the Liberation. As previously mentioned, the dipartement corporations for protection
against fire, established since May 2o, 1955, come close to being compulsory syndicates of municipalities.
The direct creation of compulsory syndicates has been made possible recently by two ordinances of Jan.
5, 1959. According to the first (No. 59.29), the Minister of the Interior after consultation with the
d'partement council can establish a syndicate if this step is supported by the municipal councils of at least
two-thirds of the municipalities concerned, representing more than half of the total population of the
latter; or by half the municipalities, representing two-thirds of the population. Still greater prerogatives
have been conferred upon the government by the second ordinance (No. 59.30) concerning the establishment of "urban districts." Such districts can be created either in the forms provided by the first
ordinance, or without municipal support by decree of the Council of State; in the latter case, the
government can even impose unequal representation of municipalities in the syndical council. Under
a decree of May 2o, 1955, as amended by ordinance of Oct. 1, 1958, municipalities are able to.
associate not only among themselves, but also with other territorial bodies and even with public corporations in so-called "mixed syndicates." Compare WALINE 369-370 and Annex 23-24 (§§ 617, 621, 623,
623 bis). The recent proliferation of territorial syndicates is criticized by Vedel as endangering the
principle of decentralization.

2 VEDEL, DR. ADM. 481.

11°HAmuou, Paics 252. Compare C.E., June 22, 19o6, Flicoteaux, Rec.p.572. Syndicates can be
dissolved by the government if their objective is attained; C.E., Jan. 15, 1943, Commission admin.
de l'h~pital intercomm. d'Aulnay-sous-bois, Rec.p.ss.
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and an executive office or bureau. The committee is composed of members elected
-y the municipal councils of the participating municipalities, with each municipality
being entitled to two delegates. Changes in the ratio of representation require the
express consent of all syndicated municipalities.11 1 The qualifications for eligibility
are the same as those for municipal councilors. The term of office coincides with
the term of the electing municipal council; but re-election of committee members
is possible. The committee elects its own president who implements committee
decisions and represents this public corporation in court. At least two regular
committee sessions are held each year, mainly for the purpose of drawing up the
syndical budget. The bureau, which is elected annually by the committee from
among its members, exercises delegated executive functions and has to report to the
committee at the beginning of each regular session.
B. Professional Corporations
z. Introduction
In recent years, especially with the consolidation of professional organizations,
-writers and courts have come to recognize that etablissements publics are not, or no
longer, the only category of non-territorial public corporations in France. The
recogniton of a separate category of professional public corporate bodies seems to be
inspired by the desire to exempt these bodies from the more rigid juridical regime
of the &ablissement public, and more particularly by the vehement opposition of
liberal professions against any form of bureaucratic domination. On a limited
scale, professional organizations of a special public law character can be traced back

to the Consulate and the Napoleonic Empire. Since that time, disciplinary chambers
of various quasi-judicial officers-such as notaries-public, solicitors, auctioneer-valuers,
and bailiffs-have existed in France. These chambers although recognized as legal
entities of public law, have never been treated as tablissements publics."2 The idea
of professional organization received new impetus during the present century with
the rise of syndicalism, and especially with the establishment of corporative institutions under Fascist regimes. The Vichy government followed this trend and,
between 194o and 1944, created organization committees11 and a number of pro4
fessional corporations, such as the Corporation of Physicians."
After the Liberation, the provisional government immediately abolished most

11 C.E., April 28, 1950, Commune de Lombez, Rec.p.238. In the case of "urban districts," however,
the government can decree unequal representation of the communities.
"'See WALINE 381 (§ 637). Due to the quasi-judicial functions of their members, the disciplinary
activities of these chambers remain subject to the jurisdiction of ordinary courts. Decisions concerning
internal organization, however, are administrative acts and within the competence of administrative courts;
C.E., June 9, 1950, Chambre syndicale des experts en objets d'art, Rec.p.355 (involving auctioneer-valuers);
Oct. 19, 1934, Joliver, D.1 9 3 5 .3 .32, concl. Latournerie (involving solicitors). With respect to the
principle that judicial acts are subject to the jurisdiction of ordinary courts compare C.E., Nov. 9, x960,
Dame veuve Devens, R.D.P.s96i.339; June 12, 1959, Dame Crozes, R.D.P.19 59 .boxg; March 4, X959,
Decoux, R.D.P.r9 5 9.78o; Jan. 2, 1959, Demoiselle Lachenaud, R.D.P.19 5 9.780; Oct. 22, 1958, Ramaroni,
-R.D.P.1959.3 34.
.. Law of Aug. x6, 1940; see Da LAUBADiRE 36.
...Law of Oct. 7, 1940 -
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of the professional corporations established by the Vichy regime. However, other
professional bodies were speedily re-established, frequently on the basis of statutory
provisions closely resembling the Vichy regulations." 5 In addition, new corporate
bodies were created in several liberal professions between 1945 and 1947. At present,
professional corporations in France comprise the corporations of physicians, surgical
dentists and midwives," 6 barristers,"' public accountants,"' pharmacists,"" veterinarians,12° architects,' 2 and land surveyors 2 2 The legal nature of these bodies has
been clarified by the Council of State in a famous decision of 1943123 which held, first,
that professional associations perform a public service;2' secondly, that their organs
possess some administrative prerogatives and are thus at least in certain respects administrative or public law authorities;' 25 and thirdly, that the associations are not
Itablissements publics. The political significance and desirability of professional
corporations, of course, remains debated and debatable. It can hardly be denied that
a reactionary kind of corporatism, such as practiced under Fascist regimes, entails the
danger of a feudalization of society. But defenders of professional corporations argue
that these bodies, deriving originally from progressive syndicalist and socialist ideas,
are an adequate means for the advancement of professional efficiency and for the
26
furthering of professional representation
2. Public Law Personality
The legal personality of professional organizations is in some cases directly stipulated by the act establishing the corporation. In the absence of such a direct
provision, legal personality results clearly from the capacity to sue and be sued and
"' Compare J. BERTHOa', LEs ORDRES PROFESSIONNELS (thesis, Paris, 1951); PH. BIAYs, LA FoNcrION
DiSCiPLINAIRE DES ORDEES PROFFSSIONsN.S (thesis, Rennes, 1949); Liet-Veaux, La theotie des itablissements
Rlections aux conscils des Ordres, REv. Anm. No. 14, 153 (1950).
projessionnels et les
...
Ordinance of Sept. 24, 1945, as amended by law of April 19, 1951.
.. Compare regulation of April 10, 1954.
...Ordinance of Sept. 19, 1945, as amended on May 29, 1947, June ii and Oct. 8, 1951, and Sept.
231 1957.
...Ordinance of May 5, 1945. Compare Doublet, L'Ordre national des pharmaciens, DR. Soc. 99

(1946).

=0Law of Aug. 23, 1947, as amended by law of Feb. 25, 1953.
...Decree of April I9, 1945.

"'Law of May 7, 1946.

1' C.E., April 2, x943, Bouguen, S.1944.3.I, concl. Lagrange, note Mestre, J.C.P.1 9 4 4 .2.2 5 6 5 , note

CAier (Corporation of Physicians). Compare also C.E., July 31, 1942, Monpeurt, D.Crit.i 9 42.I 3 8, concl.
S~galat (Organization Committees; the decision did not directly touch upon the public or private character of these Committees, but their character as public organisms was stressed by S~galat).
"' As the Council specified, the public service of the medical corporation does not consist in the
exercise of the medical profession but in the organization and control of the profession.
". Among legal writers, Connois is most emphatic in rejecting the "public law" character of professional corporations and in classifying them as private organisms engaged in the performance of certain
public services.

CoNNoIS, op. cit. supra note 25, at 100 ff., 213.

This attitude is somewhat surprising

in view of the fact that Connois does not hesitate to consider "public enterprises" and even "national
societies" as public corporations (Itablissements publics). See id. at I88 bF. and 195 ff. It must be
recognized, however, that professional bodies are in many respects more akin to semi-public corporations
than to itablissements publics. Their treatment in these pages as public corporations merely follows
the Bouguen case, supra note X23.
...Compare FRANcois PERRoux, CAPITALIShIE ET COMNUNATi DE TRAVAIL (1938).
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the right to receive funds and donations.'m That professional organizations are
corporations of "public law" can be gathered from various factors, such as their
performance of a public service and their creation by legislative acts or government
decrees. More importantly, however, the "public law" character is manifested in
compulsory membership and in the administrative prerogatives attributed to the
organs of the professional organizations.
As regards- compulsory membership, the principle is firmly established that
nobody, may exercise his profession unless he has been entered in the official
register of the proper professional corporation. 28 Exercise of a profession without
such registration constitutes a crime irrespective of the offender's professional
qualifications. Similarly, retirement or dismissal from the professional corporation
renders a person incapable of further exercising his profession. Registration or admission can be refused on various grounds specified in legislative acts or deontological
rules; but competent organs frequently have considerable latitude here.120 Membership dues are levied on all members of the corporation in a compulsory and practically semi-fiscal manner.
Apart from compulsory registration and the levying of membership dues, the
organs of the various professional corporations have very extensive disciplinary powers
over their members. As a rule, disciplinary measures are based on professional codes
of ethics or codes of deontology which regulate professional conduct both in relation
to clients and in relation to other members of the profession.'8 0 To the degree that
CI. art. 64 of the ordinance establishing the Corporation of Physicians; also art. 16 of the 1954
regulation concerning the Corporation of Barristers which recognizes the right to maintain court action.
128 On admission or registration, compare C.E., May 14, 1943, Gremeau, Rec.p.x22 (physicians);
127

July 15, 1949, Husson, Rec.p.36o (architects); July 1, 1949, Bonnin, Rec.p.322 (same); June 29, 196o,
Hilaire, R.D.P.ig6i. 3 9 3 (public accountants); Jan. i9, 1951, Torgues, Rec.p.33 (same); April 26, 195o,

Krupp, Rec.p.235 (same). Final decisions on admission are not judicial decisions; G.E., June 14, 1946,
van den Veegaete, Rec.p.167 (architects); March 3, 1948, Baudoin, Rec.p.iio (public ace.); June 19,
1953, Grizard, Rec.p.3o4 (land surveyors); Dec. 12, 1953, de Bayo, 8.1954.3.14, D.19 5 4 .J.2 9 4 .
1..C.E., May 2, 1959, Conseil National de l'Ordre des M~dicins, R.D.P.B1 59.xo
9
5 7 (physician
changing his residence must be registered in the dipartement of his new residence, and this registration
can be refused if requirements of independence and moral conduct are not fulfilled even though the facts
relied on may be antecedent to registration in the dipartement of his former residence); Nov. 26, 1958,
Leroy, R.D.P.19 5 9 .3 5 2 (registration may be refused on the basis of activities of applicant leading to conviction even though court sentence was eliminated by later amnesty law); April 2, 1952, Yves, Rec.p.2o3
(physicians; effect of conviction followed by rehabilitation); Oct. ig, 1949, Kirchgessner, Rec.p.424 (same,
followed by amnesty); Nov. 12, 1949, Loeffler, Rec.P.479 (architects; verification of moral character);
April i6, 1947, Lambla de Sarria, Rec.p.145 (same); April 7, 1948, Borgne-P&ignon, Rec.p.15o (illegality
of refusal without prior hearing); May 2o, i96o, l.vy, R.D.P.x96o.xo6 5 (public accountants; where bias
of national councilor was not asserted during registration proceedings, it cannot be invoked on appeal);
May i6, 1952, Valliet, Rec.p.8o6 (conviction followed by rehabilitation); May 5, 1950, Verot, Rec.p.263
(pro-German attitude or similar acts covered by amnesty are insufficient reasons for refusal); March 5,
1947, Escribe, Rec.p.95 (incompatibility with other employments); July 28, 1952, Joz&, Rec.P.431 (land
surveyors; refusal must be motivated).
130 G.E., June 24, 196o, Hait-Hin, R.D.P.ig6i. 3 9 3 (disciplinary sanction based on physician's acceptance
of commercial publicity); March 25, ig6o, Boileau, R.D.P.196o.io65 (sanctions based on professional
failures of physician); July 5, 1959, Sicre, R.D.P.1 9 5 9 .125 5 (refusal of architect to terminate litigation
through amicable settlement cannot serve as basis of sanction). Codes of deontology have been
established in the Corporation of Physicians by decree of June 27, 1947, as amended on Nov. 28, 1955;
in the Corporation of Pharmacists by decree of June 25, 1953; and in other professional corporations.
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their organs participate in the enactment of codes of deontology, professional
corporations clearly are endowed with a public law regulatory power.' 31 Disciplinary

sanctions can be very severe. In some instances, especially in the Corporation of
Physicians, the sanction may amount to expulsion from the profession because the
offender is prevented from registering in any other territorial subdivision and thus

from exercising his profession in any part of France. Moreover, in the Corporation
of Physicians, a member of the Council of State is attached to the disciplinary

chamber of the professional council, with the result that for purposes of appeal,
32
disciplinary decisions are considered as judgments of an administrative tribunal
It should be pointed out, however, that the extent of administrative prerogatives

is not entirely uniform in the various professional corporations and that these prerogatives never equal the powers of an Itablissement public. The Corporation of

Physicians is entitled to cite non-registered persons exercising the medical profession
directly before the criminal courts, a power not shared by other organizations. Also,
disciplinary decisions of the national medical council are judgments of administra-

tive courts subject to appeal to the Council of State while, due to the judicial function
of barristers, decisions of their corporate organs are regularly subject to appeal
before the regular courts. 3 Of greater significance is the fact that neither the

organs nor the members of professional corporations have the status of civil servants.
Contracts executed by the professional corporations or by their members regularly
have the character of private law agreements unless they contain specific clauses
exceeding the confines of private law.'34 However, damages caused directly by these
corporations may constitute government torts.' 5
Some of the deontological rules established by the Corporation of Public Accountants have been voided
subsequently; CE., July 15, 1954, Comit6 de difense des libert& professiofnelles des experts-comptables,
D.i955.Somrn.I3; July 19, 1950, same litigant, R.D.P.1 9 5 1.212, concl. Odent, note Waline, Rav. ADM.
No. 17, 471 , (195o), note Liet-Veaux, DR. Soc. 391 (1950), note Rivero.
...
The Corporation of Physicians, in collaboration with the competent minister, is also able to regulate
the procedures through which a physician can establish himself as specialist and to limit or exclude the
possibility of multiple specialization; C.E., July 15, 1959, Laidet, R.D.P.1 9 5 9 .125 5 . However, the basic
regulations concerning general practitioners are established by legislative and government enactments rather
than by regulations of the medical association; C.E., June 26, 1959, Demoiselle Firstoos, R.D.P. 1959.1058.
-" See WALINE 383 (§ 640). In some other corporations, disciplinary actions are also considered
as judicial decisions; compare C.E., Jan. 5, 195 i , Dame Faure, Rec.p.6 (pharmacists).
sWALINE 382 (§ 638).
a Thus, the relations between physicians and social security agencies employing their services are of a
private law character and subject to the jurisdiction of the civil courts; C.E., June 12, 1959, Berche,
R.D.P.19 5 9 .102o.
The Corporation of Physicians requires the obligatory notification of the council of all
contracts-including rent and lease-relative to the exercise of the profession; if such contracts are incompatible with the rules of the profession or with professional independence, the physician so contracting
cannot be registered or remain on the register of the Corporation. In reviewing contracts executed by a
physician, the national council is not required to consider his explanations or inquire into his motives;
C.E., Nov. 19, 1958, Chadia, R.D.P.1 9 59 .3 52. Under a decree of June 4, x957, doctors attached to public
hospitals may receive a specified number of private patients in the hospital on the basis of a direct
agreement on costs to be paid to the doctor; C.E., Feb. 19, 196o, Chambre syndicale des midecins de ]a
Seine, R.D.P.i 9 6o.86i.
185 C.E., Dec. 5, 1947, Froustey, DR. Soc. 6o (1949) (physicians); Oct. I, 1954, Demoiselle Costier,
J.C.P.s954.2,8446, note Savatier, DR. SoC. 81 (1955), concl. Laurent (surgical dentists); March 29, x957,
Conseil nat. de l'Ordre des chirurgiens-dentistes, R.D.P.1957.1o65, note Waline.
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3. Organizationand Competences
Professional corporations are organized in various territorial councils, ranging
from d~partement and regional councils to a national council. Delegates in these
councils are elected by and from among the registered members of the profession18 6
Decisions concerning registration are normally rendered by the departement or
regional councils, with the possibility of appeal to the superior council or councils
and sometimes to administrative courts through action for annulment. Disciplinary competence 37 regularly resides in the national council, but is sometimes
distributed between regional councils acting as chambers of first resort and the
national council as an appellate organ. Thus, in the Corporation of Physicians,
registration is handled by the departement council whose decisions can be appealed
to the superior councils.1"8 Elections to the d~partement council may also be
challenged before the regional council' 8 9 Disciplinary matters are decided by the
regional council, with the possibility of appeal to the national council and ultimately
to the Council of State.
II
SEMI-PUBLIC CORPORATIONS

The corporations discussed so far, especially the non-professional public corpora-

tions or itablissementspublics, are not entirely the products of this century. Some of
the principal types and distinguishing marks of these bodies have been established and
elaborated during the early period of the Third Republic. Professional corporations,
on thd other hand, are reminiscent of medieval guilds and, in their modern forms,
primarily serve the purpose of disciplinary supervision. Since the first World War,
however, the state has become increasingly involved in new areas of activity which
hitherto had been dominated by private initiative, and has encouraged the formation of new corporate bodies and associations in the economic and social domain.
This trend was accelerated and broadened in France by the nationalization of war
industries in 1936 40 and by the great wave of nationalizations immediately after the
Liberation. The avowed purpose of these nationalizations was the elimination of
the former owners or "capitalists" from the control and management of enterprises
which perform a "national public service," that is, a public service of national
interest, or exercise some kind of factual monopoly. 4 1 However, while the negative
aim of the exclusion of capitalists from these sectors of the national economy was
...On elections compare C.E., Feb. 1o, 1950, Comit de defnse des libert& professionnclles des experts-comptables, Rec.p.98 (public accountants).
13
Orf disciplinary measures compare C.E., Feb. 20, x953, Dembiselle Armelin, Rec.p.88 (physicians);
Feb. i8,1949, Viet, D.1949.Somm.18 (architects); Feb. I6, i95i, Delaville, Rec.p.99 (pharmacists); Feb.
18, x955, Offner, D.1 9 5 5.J.22 4 , concl. Laurent (public accountants).
133 C.E., June 29, i96o, Kornfeld, R.D.P.ig9 6.1 7 7; April 2, 1952, Yves, Rec.p.2o3.
1CM G.E., Jan. 19, 1949, Deroide, Rec.p.22.
140 Law of August i,
1936, decrees of Jan. 16 and 27, 1937.
The preamble of the Constitution of Oct. 27, 1946 provided: "All enterprises whose conduct

possesses or acquires the character of a national public service or of a factual monopoly shall become
property of the community." Ci. WALiNE 637 (§ fo67-68).
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comparatively dear, the positive aim, and especially the future legal and economic
regime of nationalized enterprises was doubtful and controversial from the beginning.
The principal promoters of nationalization--especially the labor unions-were
strongly opposed to the complete integration of nationalized industries into the
public administration of the state.' In their view, these industries were to be
controlled by the "nation" rather than the state. This conception was quite vague
and somewhat contradictory. A consistent policy of nationalization involves a concomitant transformation of the traditional "state" in the direction of a socialist
welfare system. However, the conception inspiring nationalization in France
admitted in effect the continuation of traditional liberal democracy, and of the
dichotomy between the "state" and the private and social domain. One result of this
continuation of the traditional "state" system was that the latter could attempt to
bring the nationalized enterprises more and more under its own control and thus
to substitute state socialism, or itatisme, for the policy of nationalization as originally
envisaged by its sponsors.
More importandy and quite apart from this, the persisting dichotomy of state
and private domain had as a result that the nationalized industries were placed in
a strange, intermediary position,' 43 a semi-public and semi-private sphere, whose
legal confines and implications were very difficult to assess. It is commonly agreed
that the regime of nationalized industries'" and other semi-public enterprises is
presently the most confused branch of French administrative law. Since 1945,
efforts have been made in legal literature, by court decisions, and even in some draft
laws to unify and harmonize the legal status of the various industries and corporations, and to establish the concept of "public enterprise" as a common denominator.0 4
...Already in x92o, the program of the C.G.T. stated: "In view of the impotence of existing political
organizations and the character of their power, we do not wish to increase the functions of the state
itself, nor strengthen a system which would subject the basic industries to a civil service regime with all
its lack of responsibility and its serious defects, a process which would subordinate the forces of production
to a fiscal monopoly." See Drago, supra note 9, at 529.
, Because of this intermediary position, the national enterprises have sometimes been denounced
as another manifestation of "neo-feudalism" or "technocratic feudalism" and as symptoms of the contemporary decompositiod of the state. Contra, Maleville, L'autort de l'tat sur Itlectridti de France
et Gaz de France, C.J.E.G. 140 (1953). Compare Rivero, L'volution du droit des entreprises nationalisees
(1946-,1955), in M. BoTEux ET AL., LE FoNcrioNNEMENT DES ENTREPRisss

NATIONALISlES EN FRANCE

68-69 (1956) [hereinafter referred to as Borraux ET AL.].
""On nationalization in France, compare JEAN Rivaao, LE

RfGIME DES NATiONAL.ISATrONS (1949);
MARIO EiNAUDI, MAURiCE Byv & ERNSTO Rossi, NATIONALIZATION IN FRANCE AND ITALY (1955);
BoITaux
r AL.; C. G. DR LoUBREssE, LE RGIME JURIDIQUE DES ENTmR'sas s NATiONALISiFS (thesis,
Montpellier, 1958); G. LEscuvaR, LE CONTR8LE DE L'-TAT suR LaS ENTEPR5Ss NkTiONALisls (1959),
review Drago, R.D.P.196o.41 9 ; bibliography cited in WALINE 634 (§ 1o69).

...On Dec. 31, 1948, the government submitted a draft law concerning the status of "public enterprises" which attempted to distinguish between enterprises assimilated to commercial companies and
enterprises dominated largely by public law; but the draft was never put to a vote. CfI. Virally,
Remarques str le projet de loi portant statut giniral des entreprises publiques, Rav. As. No. 16, 355
(1950). Subsequently, a law of April 3, 1955 invited the government to submit a new draft law on
public enterprises; but no action has so far been taken. See WALiNE 641 (0 1076). The term "public
enterprise" or "national enterprise" is widely used in legal literature. Compare A. G. DELoN, L'ATAT aT
LES ENTREPRiSEs PUBLIQUES

(1958); L. BstaDs,

L'ENTRisu-

S.MI-PUBLIQUE

EaT PtaLIQUE (1957);

Langrod, L'entreprise publique en droit administratif comparl, REV. INT.RNAT. na DRorr COMPARA 213
(1956); A. GARRIGOU-LAGRANGE, L'rAT PRoDucraus: Las ENTR.ar'SES PUBLIQUES ET SiAM-PULIQUES
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However, these efforts have so far been unsuccessful; and as long as the Legislature
does not act, the idea of "public enterprises" is bound to remain highly speculative.
Some of the industries and enterprises are treated either by the Legislature or by
courts as public corporations of an industrial or commercial character (Itablissements
publics commercials ou industrials). Other enterprises are frequently designated as
national companies or national societies (socidtls nationales). These societies comprise "one man corporations" and "mixed economic" companies, i.e., enterprises
in which the state has acquired either all the shares or at least a controlling part
thereof. While enterprises of the first category are in many respects subject to
administrative rules and thus are obviously semi-public in character, national societies
can be described as semi-public only in the sense that, due to its ownership of shares,
the state frequently exercises considerable control over the management of these
companiesY4 o
A. P-tablissements Publics Commercials ou Industriels
i. HistoricalDevelopment
After the first World War, administrative courts became increasingly aware
of the expanding economic activities of the state. In 1921, a famous decision of
the Tribunal of Conflicts introduced the distinction between "administrative"
public services which are regularly subject to public law, and "industrial or commercial" public services which are primarily subject to private law, and only in
certain aspects to administrative law' 47 This rough distinction did not entirely
clarify the meaning of the concept of "industrial or commercial" public services.
However, subsequent decisions have established that such services are activities which
are performed by the state active "in the manner of a regular industrialist,"14 "in the
forms of the general law"; 49 or which are industrial or commercial "by nature and
(1954); Saint-Geours, L'Atat et les entreprises publiques, DR. SoC. 409 (1953). As another common
denominator, Vedel has proposed the term "commerqant public"; see 2 VEDEL, DR. ADm. 469, 471-72,
482; also Le rigime des biens des entreprises nationalisies, in Borr~ux ET AL. 209.
148
The use of the term "public" or "semi-public" does not imply that all the corporations or companies in the two categories perform a "public service" in the traditional sense. Thus, with the
exception of four deposit banks, the so-called nationalization of credit and bank institutions has not
altered the fact that these institutions exercise a commercial rather than a public function. In the case
of the Renault enterprises (ordinance of Jan. 16, 1945) and the Gnome et Rhone aircraft corporation
(ordinance of May 29, 1945, S.N.E.C.M.A.), nationalization was effected as a punitive measure for
alleged collaboration during the Vichy regime and has not transformed these companies into public
services. Od the other hand, some enterprises-e.g., electricity and gas companies-had always been
considered as public services and have simply retained this character after nationalization. Compare
WALINF 635-36 (§ 1070); DR L.AuBADiRE 234; 2 VEDEL, DR. ADM. 477, 481; Rossillion, Let entreprises
publiques et la notion de service public industriel el commerdal, L'AaruALrri JuRiOSQUR No. 7, 1, 4
(1956).
147
T.C., Jan. 22, i92i, Colonic de la COte d'Ivoire (also called bac d'Eloka), S.1924.3.35, concl.
Matter (where ferry operated by Ivory Coast colony had capsized and sunk, in view of the operation
of the ferry service in the manner of an ordinary business enterprise, liability of state for damages was
to be determined by the civil courts). Compare also C.E., Dec. 23, 192r, Soc. g~nsrale d'armements,
R.D.P.1922.7 4 , concl. Rivet (state insurance company). Under the decrees of Nov. 5 and Dec. 28, x926,
departmental and local authorities are similarly entitled to operate "commercial and industrial" services.
... C.E., Oct. 20, 1950, Stein, Rec.p.5o5; Feb. 6, 1935, Babon-Diago, Rec.p.157.
'"
C.E., Feb. 6, 1935, Boyer, Rec.p.z57.
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performed in a manner not different from a private enterprise." " ' Where services
thus described are performed by a separate public body distinguished from the
state and its territorial subdivisions, courts at least since 1933 have become accustomed
to speak of "industrial or commercial public corporations."' 5
Public corporations of this character multiplied in the pre-war years and during
the Vichy regime. According to a financial survey of 1946, state supervision at that
time extended to various industrial or commercial public corporations operating in

the financial field, such as the Agricultural Credit Fund and the National Fund for
State Contracts; in the field of transportation, such as the autonomous port authorities

of Le Havre, Bordeaux and Strasbourg;"" in the areas of fuel and gasoline distribution, such as the Regie Autonome des Petroles,and in chemistry, such as the Office of
Alsacian Potash Mines.

53

Since then, numerous other public corporations of a

commercial or industrial character have been created as a result of nationalization
laws.'Y'

These corporations include primarily ] lectricita de France (E.D.F.) and

Gaz de France (GD.F.),"' the Coal Board of France,'56 the National Society of
C.E., Dec. 23, 1949, Soc. 6lectro-m&allurgique de Saint-uAger, Rec.p.569; Feb. 15, 1935, SoC.
franc. de constructions m&aniques, D.H.1935.24o, S.1935.3.86; April 15, 1935, Chambre de commerce
de Lorient, Rec.p.529; Jan. 29, 1932, Kuhn, S.1932. 3 . 9 7, note Delvolv6. The qualification is usually
not extended to services that do not involve commercial risks or produce economic benefits; CE., June
30, i95o, Soc. Merrienne, Rec.p.4o8; May i6, x941, Toublanc, Rec.p.91.
Compare WALIsr 77-79, 630
(§§ 123-126, io65); CONNOIS, op. cit. supra note 25, at 201 ff.; also Charlier, Le rigime complexe des
services publics industrials ou commerciaux, J.C.P.19s 5 .I.i22o; Blaevoet, Les services et lesitablissements
publics a caractare industriel et commercial, D.1947.Chron.XIX.73; C. CHAvANOu, EssAt SUR LA NOrIoN Er
LE MAGIME JURIDIQUE DU SERVICE PUBLIC INDUSTRIEL OU COMMERCIAL (1939).
... T.C., Nov. 27, 1933, C.E., Feb. 9, 1934, Verbanfck et Mablle, D.1934.3.9, note Waline.
According to CONNOIS, op. cit. supra note 25, at 206, industrial or commercial public corporations are
distinguished from administrative public corporations primarily by their internal structure and operation.
Compare also T.C., Nov. 23, 1959, Soc. mobilire et immobli~re de meunerie, R.D.P.196o.676, note
Waline, La distinction des itablissements publics administratils et industriels, et la possibilit, pour un
S'tablissement administratif, de faire des opirations commerciales, where Waline emphasizes internal
organization and operatiof, the source of revenues, the purpose of the institution, and the statutory basis.
.. The establishment of autonomous port authorities dates back to laws of Jan. 5, 1912, and June
12, 1920, and decrees of Nov. 13, 1924; see HAuRou, Paicxs 242; CoNNoIs, op. cit. supra note 25, at 162.
According to a statute of April 26, 1924, the autonomous port authority of Strasbourg is subject to both
state and municipal supervision; see WA.iN. 362 (§ 6o8); CONNOIS, supra at 169-171. CE., April 17,
1959, Abadie, R.D.P.1 9 59.8o3 , ruled that the autonomous port authority of Bordeaux performs both
administrative and industrial or commercial services, and that its employees are therefore public agents
or private workers, depending on the service to which they are attached.
"" Regie autonome des p~troles, decrees of July 29, 1939, April 12, 1941, and Oct. 22, x947; the
Office national industriel de l'Azote (law of July 11, 1924, decrees of May 30, 1925, and July 30, 1936)
may be considered as a forerunner of later "national enterprises," cf. I VEDaL, DR. AM. 472.
...Vedel prefers to differentiate between earlier industrial or commercial corporations and corporate
bodies resulting from nationalization measures. Among the former, he distinguishes between corporations which were not directly concerned with commercial or industrial enterprises and others which were
almost completely assimilated to commercial entities. See id. at 471-72, 478.
...Law of April 8, r946, as amended by law of July 30, I96O (No. 60.780), decrees of Aug. 29,
1949, and May 24, 1950. The nationalization of electricity and gas involved a simple change of the
grantee of the concessions, in the sense that the former distributing companies were deprived of their
concession contracts and required to cede the latter to the new public corporations. The compensation
of the former grantees was not always very satisfactory or equitable; see WALiNa 636 (§ io66). Compare
P. BENAZET, L'ATrorrI DE L'TAT SUR LES ENTREPRISES PUBLIQUES nU SarEraup DE L'NERGIE (1958);
Bliss, Nationalizationin France and Great Britain of the Electricity Supply Industry, 3 INT'L & COmP.L.Q.
277 (1954); Roblot, La nationalisation du gaz et de l'lectriciti, DR. Soc. 179 (946).
" Law of May 17, 1946. The Coal Board of France (Charbonnages de France), a national public
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Press Enterprises (S.NE.P.),157 and the National Office of Aeronautic Studies and
Research (O.N.E.R.A.).Y1 s To these nationalized enterprises one may add various
corporations which have been created without nationalization, such as the Paris
Airport, the Paris Transport Board, the Society of Biochemical Products, Agence
France-Presse, 159 and others.
2.

Legal Regime

The legal regime of industrial or commercial public corporations displays a
curious blending of public and private law. The past decade witnessed a gradual
judicial expansion of the applicability of private law to the normal operations of
these corporations, and to their relations with employees and users, 0 This development is not entirely surprising, as this category of corporate bodies was
originally created with the very intention of exempting their conduct as far as
possible from the administrative strait jacket. The corporations here under review
possess a separate legal personality, which, together with a broad conception of the
"specialty" of their industrial or commercial functions,'' permits a considerable
degree of autonomy and independence in business activities.
With the exception of management officials and executive directors, 102 the percorporation, controls and supervises nine semi-autonomous mining districts (houillres de bassin) which
are also national public corporations endowed with administrative organs. Since the establishment of the
European Coal and Steel Community in 1952, the French coal corporations are again exposed to more
competitive market conditions. Compare Gardent, Les Houillres franfases c In concurrence stur le
marchi de la Communauti Europdenne die charbon et de l'acier, in BOITEUX FT AL. x25; M. ALLAIS,
LA GasrioN DES Housr.ttans NATiroALisgfs ET LA THgORE
CoNoMIQuE (1953); B. GArRIOUE, LA
RoaPORME DE STRucTuRE DANs Ls HoumLt.Rrs NATio~tASr.S (1953); Personnaz, La nationalitation
des houillires, DR. Soc. 81, 121 (1947).
...Law of May 11, 1946, decree of Dc. 8, 1955 (No. 55.x6o9). Despite its designation as a

"national society," the S.N.E.P. constitutes a "commercial or industrial" public corporation; C.C., Comm.,
July 9, 1951, S.N.E.P. v. Arthus, D.1952.J.1 4 I, note Blaevoet, J.C.P.1 9 5s.s.6 4 3 7 (absence of lucrative
purpose, performance of public service, exercise of administrative prerogatives, e.g., power to issue
self-executory decisions for collecting debts).
...Law of May 3, 1946; but see CoNNOLS, op. cis. supra note 25, at 207.

A similar institution is the

Centre scientifique et technique di bdtiment, decree of Sept. 30, 1953 (No. 53.983). The legal char,
acter of the Renault company is ambiguous since the ordinance of Jan. x6, 1945, used merely the term
"industrial and commercial corporation" which, according to Waline, "means absolutely nothing from
a juridical point of view," WNALINE 641 (0 1077); compare Vernier-Palliez, La Rc'gie Nationale des
Usines Renault devant la concurrence, in BOITEUX ET AL. 95; Myon, La politique de relations sociales 4
la Rigie Renault, id. at 381.
..9 Ordinance of Sept. 30, 1944, decree of Aug. 9, 1947, law of Jan. 1o, 1957, decree of March 9,

1957 (No. 57.281). Agence France-Presse is an industrial and commercial public corporation, with the
result that litigation involving its personnel-with the exception of the director general-comes within
the competence of the civil courts; G.E., March 8, 1957, Jalenques de Labeau, D.19 5 7 .J.3 78, note de
Laubadre, S.1957.1.276, concl. Mosset; Paris, July 8, 1957, Agence France-Presse, J.C.P.1 9 58.2.1o4 4 8,
concl. Lindon, note Motulsky. Compare also C.E., March 13, 1959, Sicur N~gre, R.D.P.1959.8o 9
(director general).
0
" See Rivero, L'volution du droit des entreprises nationalisees, in BOITEUX ET AL. 52,

56; Con.
elusion, id. at 404; also Houin, La gestion commerciale des entreprises nationalisieset le droit priv, id.
at 217 f.
...Concerning the capacity of the. electricity, gas and coal corporations to perform a variety of
services, compare Rivero, supra note i6o, at 56-57.

... T.C., Feb. 22,

196o, Lagarrigue, R.D.P.i96o.836;

C.E.,

March

13,

1959,

Sicur N~gre,
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sonnel of these corporations are regularly employed by private contract and thus
do not have the status of civil servants or public agents"" except in cases of direct
performance of an administrative public service.' 64 Similarly, contracts executed by
the corporation with its users or suppliers are private law agreements, 16 5 unless
special clauses or peculiar conditions of management transform the transaction into
an administrative contract. 6 6 As a rule, litigation between the corporation and its
employees or users is consequently subject to the general law and within the jurisdiction of ordinary courts. 6 7 The private law regime is also manifested in the
relations between the corporation and other government agencies or public corporations,' and in the fact that the decisions of organs of the corporation are usually
not administrative actions and therefore outside the jurisdiction of administrative
R.D.P.1959.8og; March 8, 1957, Jalenques de Labeau, D.19 5 7 .J.378, note de Laubad&e, S.1957.J.276, concl.
Mosset (leading case; director of Agence France-Presse); T.C., Jan. 17, 1955, de Postis du Houlbec,
Rec.p.611 (functions of a director "impress upon the legal relations of this agent to the state the
character of a public law relationship").
158C.E.,
Dec. I6, 1959, Ranteannia, R.D.P.ig6o. 3 73 ; July II, 1958, Demoisclle Limousin,
R.D.P.1959.173; Dec. 26, 1951, Dame Hinard, Rec.p.618; C.C., Soc., July x2, i95o, Ardouin, D.i 9 5 o.J.665,
note Blaevoet. The criteria for determining the private or public character of employment are not
entirely uniform. Since industrial or commercial public corporations may perform administrative services,
and vice versa, the character of the services performed was usually held to be decisive; e.g., C.E., Jan. 25,
But since some employees participate in different kinds of services,
1952, Boglione, D.i 9 5 3 .J.8.
reliance has frequently been placed on the character of the corporation; C.E., April 20, 1951, Fauquier,
Rec.p.2o4; March 8, 1957, Jalenques de Labeau, J.C.P.1 9 5 7.2.9987, note Dufau; Dec. 20, 1957, Hamon,
Rec.p.7oi; July XI, .1958, Demoiselle Limousin, R.D.P.1959.J73. Nevertheless, the criterion of the
services performed has not been completely abandoned; C.E., April 17, 1959, Abadie, R.D.P.x959.8o3.
On the general status of the personnel compare Mathiot, L'arrlt Jalenques de Labeau et la soumission au
droit prive du personnel des services publics industriels et commerciaux, S.19 5 7.Chron.43; Dufau, De la
condition juridique du personnel d'Alectricid de France et de Gaz de France, C.J.E.G. 1, 11 (1957);
Fusilier, Le statut du personnel des entreprises nationalisles compari au statut des agents de la fonction
publique, R.D.P.I 9 5 6.5oi; Levasseur, La situation du personnel dans les entreprises nationalisles, in
Borrux ET AL. 337 ff.
1
'T.C., Feb. 10, 1949, Guis, Rec.p.59o.
...It is generally assumed that contracts for the performance of industrial or commercial public
services may be private or administrative in character, depending on the absence or presence of clauses
exorbitantes du droit commun. However, some decisions seem to establish a presumption in' favor of
the private character of contracts executed by industrial or commercial institutions; compare T.C., Feb.
22, i96o, Soci&t P~tronaphte, R.D.P.196o.836.
188 C.E., Oct. 2o, 195o, Stein, Rec.p.5o5; Dec. 23, 1949, Soc. 6lectro-mftallurgique de Saint-Uger,
Rec.p.569. The electricity and coal corporations have been enabled by the Legislature to repudiate prior
long-term contracts concluded by the expropriated enterprises; see Rivero, L'h'olution, in Boi ux ET AL.
59; DE LAuBaADiR 239, n.2.
'" C.E., Dec. 20, 1957, Hamon, Rec.p.7o1; Jan. 23, 1953, Mistral, Rec.p.32; Jan. 25, 1952, Boglione,
i
D.r 9 5 3.J.8; July 27, 195 , Bataille, Rec.p.435, and Reveille, ibid.; Feb. 6, 1935, Babon-Diago, Rec.p.157;
Nov. 8, 1929, Mounier, D.193o.3.41, note Bienvenue. The competent tribunals are frequently commercial courts, while the jurisdiction of labor councils (conseils de prud'hommes) is not entirely settled.
The Court of Cassation had always rejected the competence of labor councils in regard to industrial or
commercial public services. However, in 1950, the court recognized their jurisdiction in the case of
industrial or commercial public corporations deriving from nationalization measures; C.C., Soc., July 12,
1950, J.C.P.1950.2.5727. See Rivero, L'&volution, in BorrEux ET AL. 59; Vedel, Le rigime des biens
des entreprises nationalisles,, id. at 208; 2 DR. Anm. 471, 476.
.C.E., Dec. 1, 1950, Dlectricit6 de France, S.1951.3.61, note Boulouis, D.1952.J.642, note L'Huillier
(E.D.F. may acquire rights against the state and, a fortiori, against a "mixed economic" society such as
S.N.C.F.); August 4,- 1928, Admin. des chemins de fer alg&iens de l'tat, Rec.p.1o59. However,
litigation between the corporation and superior and supervisory authorities belongs to the jurisdiction
of administrative courts; C.E., Nov. 17, 1950, C.J.E.G. 89 (i95i), concl. Agid. Compare Blaevoet, Le
contentieux des itablissements publics industriels et commerciaux, R.D.P.x958.42.
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As business enterprises, industrial or commercial public corporations are

subject to taxation in the same manner as private firms." 70 Damages caused by the
corporation or its personnel to users or third parties regularly give rise to civil
liability, with jurisdiction in the civil courts,"'' unless the damages result directly
from the execution of public works." 2
Nevertheless, public corporations of a commercial or industrial character are
not entirely assimilated to private enterprises. Due to their designation as "public"
bodies, it has been held that at least some of these corporations do not have title
to their corporate funds or assets."73 However, the question of ownership is very
controversial. 74 Again, in some instances, it has been decided that these corporations
are not subject to attachment or execution.'7 There is substantial agreement that
C.E., July 3, 1953, Commune de Corps, Rec.p.3 4 6. Under a decree of Nov. 5, 1953, national
enterprises are entitled to issue self-executory orders in recovering debts; 2 VED.L, DR. ANI. 478.
..
0 C.E., Dec. 17, 1932, Min. des Finances, Rec.p.aIo3.
On the other hand, fees or charges paid by
users are not of a fiscal character and may be set by simple administrative action; compare C.E., Dec. 23,
1959, Jacquier et Camidessus, R.D.P.i 9 6o.3 6i (E.D.F.).
...C.E., March 13, 1959, Soc. Lyonnaise des caux et du gaz d'&lairage, Rcc.p.a82, R.D.P.1959.io68;
Nov. 4, 1955, Soc. Fruitire de la Chapelle Rombaud, Rec.p.52 3 ; T.C., June 24, 1954, Dame Galland ct
autres, Rec.p.717; C.C., Req., March 30, 1939, D.H.1 93 9 .3 o2; T.C., July 1, 1935, Demoisclle Demangcon,
Rec.p.12 3 7 ; March 23, 19o7, Roumens, Rec.p.3ii.
Compare also C.E., March 4, 1959, .lectricite et

Gaz d'Alg&'ie, R.D.P.1 9 5 9 .1o2 9 .
'" Where damages are caused by installations of gas, electricity, or water supply services, administrative
courts have jurisdiction over actions of third persons (since these are damaged by public works), while
the civil courts are competent for actions of subscribed users of the services (since subscription contract
is a private law agreement); C.E., Jan. 22, x96o, Sieur Gladieu, R.D.P.i96o.686 and 734, concl. Fournier
(G.D.F.). Compare C.E., May 13, 1959, Ministre des P.T.T. ct Gaz de France, R.D.P.x959.io46 (in the case
of damages caused by gas canalization during installation works executed by government employee, liability
rests in equal amounts with the state and with G.D.F.). On administrative jurisdiction in case of public
works see also C.E., July 6, i96o, E.D.F. et Compagnie d'assurance L'Urbaine ct ]a Seine, R.D.P.s96x. 37 6;
July 11, 1958, Alectricit6 doeFrance, Rec.p.436; Feb. 14, 1958, Soc. Thorrand et Cie., Rec.p.xo4; April
12, 1957, Mimouni, Rec.p.262; Oct. 19, 1956, Soc. Le B&on, Rec.p.375, R.D.P.19 57 .3 1o, concl. Long;
April 2o, 1956, Min. de 1'Agriculture v. Grimouard, Rec.p.x68, R.D.P.a956.ro 5 8, concl. Long, note
Walin'e; T.C., March 28, 1955, Effimieff, Rec.p.617; C.C., Crim., June 23, 1954, Sdguer v. G.D.F.,
J.C.P.1954 .2.83 6i, note Blaevoet; Civ., Nov. 21, 1949, Compagnie .lect. Loire et Centre v. Farizon,
J.C.P.19 5o.2.5 5 17, note Cavarro; C.E., May 1, 1942, Soc. du Gaz ct do IPAlectricit6 de Marseille, Rec.p.143;
Feb. 9, 1940, Compagnie Europ&nne du Gaz, Rec.p.57.
"" C.C., Comm., Jan. 29, 1952, Alectricit6 de France, S.1952.1.x96 D.1 9 52.J.737 , note Derrida.
""Ile Council of State has remained very cautious in its language. Thus, in 195o, this court
merely recognized a certain right of industrial public corporations to handle their assets, without specifying the character of this right; C.E., Dec. I, i95o, E.D.F.-S.N.C.F., S.1951.3.61, conel. Agid, note
Boulouis, D.195 2.J.6 4 2, note L'Huillier. On March 16, 1948, it was held that the capital of these
corporations does not belong to the public domain, but to the private, fiscal domain of the state;
S.1949.a.77,n.I. The applicability of the concept of public state property was also rejected by lower
courts (Aix, Jan. 31, "1952, and Nimes, Feb. 12,

1952, J.C.P.1952.2.686o;

Orl&ns, Oct. 23, 1952,

J.C.P.1952.2.7312). There is a definite trend to recognize the legal title of industrial public corporations
and national enterprises in their assets. Vedel strongly contends that assets and funds are regular private
property of these corporations or enterprises; Vedel, Le rigime des bens des entreprises nationalisles, in
Borrux ET AL. 193-204; also 2 Da.- ADM. 479. While proceeding from the same premise, Blaevoet
distinguishes betweed "public" corporate property attached to the exercise of a public service and "private"
property unrelated to such a service. Blaevoet, supra note 168, at 20, 40-42. It is generally agreed that
industrial public corporations can acquire and sell property. The right to rent or lease real estate or
offices was formerly contested; C.C., Comm., June 8, 1953, E.D.F. v. consorts Rivalin, D.a 9 53.J.4 81
(contra). But a decree of Sept. 30, 1953, extended the applicability of the commercial law of rents and
leases to "public enterprises"; see Rivero, supra note 167, at 58.
"' C.C., Comm., July 9, 1951, Soc. nat. des entreprises de presse, S.1952.1.I25, note Drago,
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works undertaken by industrial public corporations are public works."' It is also
agreed that corporations created pursuant to nationalization may issue self-executing
orders for collecting debts.'17 In recent years, industrial or commercial public
corporations have been denied the right to make compositions with debtors or to
resort to arbitration. 78
Above all, the semi-public character of these corporations is demonstrated in the
extensive intervention of the state and other administrative agencies for purposes of
financial and administrative control. From the growth of this intervention during
the past decade, Jean Rivero and other writers have deduced a basic dichotomy in
the development of semi-public enterprises: increase of state supervision despite a
17
concomitant expansion of the private law regime in ordinary business operations
Public control is particularly pronounced in the case of corporations directly supervised by the state, especially the great nationalized enterprises. Supreme political
control over these institutions is exercised by Parliament itself, to which all financial
accounts must be submitted' 80 For this purpose, subcommittees are established
in both houses of Parliament which are charged to "observe and examine"'' the
management of the nationalized bodies, and which have the power of legislative
Administrative supervision is exercised by public control commissions which
investigate the management of corporations, and by state inspectors in the case of
corporations receiving state subsidies'3 All commercial or industrial public corporaD.1952.J.I4,

note Blaevoet.

Against the extension of this ruling to other corporations or enterprises see

Vedel, supra note 167, at 2o6. Compare also Rivero, supra note 167, at 6o.
176 See Blaevoct, supra note 168, at 29.
note 169 supra.
...Decree of Nov. 5, 1953; 4c.
71 C.E., Dec. 13, 1957, Soc. nationale Vente des surplus, J.C.P.1958.2.io8oo, note

Motulsky,
D.1 9 5 8.J. 5 I7, note L'Huilier, C.J.E.G. ioi (1958), DR. Soc. 89 (1958), concl. Gazier. Cf. VDERL, 2
la capacit de comprometire?, C.J.E.G.
Da. ADMf. 479-80; also Mazeaud & Vedel, E.D.F. et G.D.F. ont-ils
224 (950).

According to Rivero, the conflict is solved or at least reduced
10 Rivero, supra note 167, at 52-53.
by the ability and technical experience of management officials in the various corporations and enterprises.
ISOSee Drago, supra note 9, at 136; Delion, Le contrdle des entreprises publiques, i: Le contrdle
parlementaire, DR. Soc. 265 (1959).
...Law of March 21, 1947.

investigation committees. 8 2
Each subcommittee was at first composed of 16 members; but a finance
1.. Law of July 3, 1947law of Dec. 31, X953, increased membership to 24 committeemen, half of whom had to belong to the
Finance Committee. On Dec. 6, 1957, the National Assembly further increased the number to 34,
including 17 members of the Finance Committee. Under the Fifth Republic, an ordinance of Nov. 57,
1958 (No. 58.1oo), provides for the establishment of new subcommittees, but of a temporary rather
than standing character. The investigatory power of these committees was restrictively interpreted by
a Council of State opinion of 1954 which held that corporations or enterprises could withhold professional secrets, secrets involving national defense or fabrication procedures, and any information the
disclosure of which could damage the interests of the company; C.E., May i8, 1954, DR. Soc. 146
The Legislature removed these limitations by law of April 3, 1955 (No. 55.366), which ex(955).
tended the power of investigation to all technical, administrative, and financial activities, to past transactions, present operations, and future plans. See Lescuyer, Les entreprises nationales et le Parlement,
R.D.P.x96o.i65-66,is85; 2 VEDEL, DR. ADm. 475; Le contrdle par les commissions parlementairesde la
gestion des entreprises nationalisles etdes sociitis d'&conomie mixte, DR. Soc. 137 (1955); Rivero, supra
note x67, at 64-65.
""The economic and financial control powers of these commissions were greatly increased by decrees
of May I, 1953 (so-called "Laniel decrees"). Above all, state inspectors and heads of control commis-
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,tions are also subject to an annual financial examination by the quasi-judicial Audit
Commission'" and by the "Court of Budgetary Discipline."' 5 In addition to these
a posteriori controls, some activities or decisions of nationalized corporations require
the prior consent of the competent minister or government official. Furthermore,
in matters of land purchases and state contracts, special commissions for the "control
of real estate transactions" and the "control of public contracts" have to be consuted. 8 6 As in the case of public corporations, the exercise of state control is usually
7
more rigid wherever state subsidies are furnished.'
3. Organization and Management
The organization of industrial or commercial public corporations closely resembles
the structure of administrative corporations. This means that the major organ is
usually a governing board called "administrative council," sometimes supplemented
by an executive office or director general. For some time, the nationalized corporations had a peculiar feature of organization: the mixed composition of the governing
board. The intermediary or semi-public character of these corporations had inspired
at an early time the idea of tripartite management,' 8 i.e., the allocation of three
numerically equal blocs of seats on the administrative council to (i) representatives
of the state as principal producer and consumer; (2) workers represented by labor
unions; and (3)consumers organized in consumers' associations. Thus, the large
electricity, gas, and coal corporations of France were managed by boards composed
in equal parts of representatives of the government, labor unions, and consumers'
organizations. However, during the past decade the formula of tripartism has
gradually disappeared. Especially the representation of users and consumers has
declined, making room for the expanding influence of state representation and
control' 8 9
sions were armed with a suspensive veto over all decisions of corporate organs. Heavily criticized
in Parliament, these provisions were again abrogated by a law of April 3, 1955 (No. 55.360); but the
weakening of administrative control was immediately counterbalanced by the reinforcement of parliamentary supervision (law of the same day, No. 55.366). Compare Chenot, Direction ct contrdle des
entreprises nationaliles, in BorrEux ET AL. 157-58; Rivero, id. at 64-65.
By decree of May i9, 195!, the
184 Commission de virification des comptes; law of Jan. 6, 1948.
regular financial control by the Audit Court (Cour des Comptes) was re-established for those public
corporations which, despite their designation as "industrial or commercial," perform a "primary activity
analogous to the activity of administrative public corporations." One such corporation is the former
compensation and decentralization fund of the areonautic industry. See 2 VEDEL, DR. ADM. 471-72.
"'According to a 1955 report of this Cour de discipline budgetaire (established by law of Sept. 25,
1948), only eight cases involving public enterprises had been examined and no sanctions had been
imposed on the respective organs; see Chenot, supra note 183, at x58-59.
Compare Drago, supra note 9, at 136; Chenot,
1.. Law of Sept. 26 and decree of Sept. 18, 1948.
supra note 183, at 158; Rivero, supra note x67, at 66.
"" For an estimate of state subsidies granted to some semi-public corporations and enterprises in 1953,
see Drago, The Public Corporationin France, in W. FmiEDMANN (ED.), THin PUBLIC CoRPORATION 113, 135
(1954).
...
Already the program of the C.G.T. of 1920 stated: "By nationalization we mean that national
property should be put under the control of those directly interested, the producers and consumers."
See id. at 129; also DE LAUBADiRE 238.
1..

This development was particularly accentuated by the decrees of May ii and Dec. 18, 1953, which
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The director general of industrial and commercial public corporations is normally
appointed by the government upon the proposition of the administrative council.

As a rule, the government also has a strong hand in the appointment or selection of
the president or chairman of the administrative council. While council chairmen
sometimes enjoy a theoretical or legal superiority, the factual power balance usually
inclines to the side of the director general and other executive officials or experts.190
In the Fifth Republic, government influence on the appointment of management

officials has been strengthened and expanded.' 1'

As previously mentioned, staff

members of industrial corporations are regularly employed by private contract and
thus subject to private law.192 Since 1946, "staff committees" and "mixed production

committees" have been established among the personnel of the electricity and coal
boards, with consultative functions in regard to internal administration and com13
mercial management.
The operation of industrial public corporations in France has as a rule been
highly acclaimed because of technical efficiency and productivity.? 4 The same

cannot always be said of their internal administration and financial management.
In internal administration, the growing influence of state control has largely over-

shadowed the original conception of tripartism. The serious problem of management-labor relations has also not been solved, and the envisaged transformation of
employees from salaried workers into co-producers and co-managers has not been
entirely successful.''
Regarding financial management, industrial public corporations-and especially nationalized enterprises-have not always been able to pursue

their activities in an independent, business-like fashion. It is sometimes charged that
the monopoly enjoyed by nationalized corporations has hampered their economic

initiative, and that the tripartite or bipartite composition of the governing boards
strengthened the administrative and financial control of the state. See Lasserre, Aspects 1conomiques des
nationalisations Jranfaises, in BorrEux ar AL. 35; Rivero, supra note x67, at 63. The suppression
of the representation of local organizations in the administrative councils of E.D.F. and G.D.F. by the
decree of May 11, 1953, was upheld on the theory that a subsequent law of July 1i, 1953, prohibiting the
reduction of the same representation, was not retroactive; C.E., July 15, 1958, Ville de Lyon,
R.D.P.1959.I7o. Due to increased governmental influence on matters of representation; this period
also witnessed the exclusion of C.G.T. representatives from most administrative councils; see Chenot,
supra note 183, at 155.
1 0 in many cases-e.g., in the coal and electricity boards-a direct delegation of powers from the
administrative council to the director general has taken place; see id. at 156.
10 Thus, pursuant to an ordinance of Nov. 28, 1958, all major management officials of public
corporations and public enterprises are now appointed by the Council of Ministers. In accordance with
another ordinance of Nov. 17, 1958, former government members are now eligible for the posts of
director general and chairman of the administrative council after a lapse of only six months (previously
five years). See Lescuyer, supra note 182, at ix86.
...
The law of Oct. 19, 1946, specifically excludes the staff of these corporations from the realm of
public law; see Drago, The Public Corporation in France, in W. FRIEDmANSN (ED.), THE PUBLIC CoRPoRATION 113, 130 (1954...Decree of June 22, 1946; ibid.
...Compare Lasserre, supra note 189, at 35; Rivero, supra note 167, at 401.
...On this problem of the depassenent du salariat compare Lasserre, supra note 189, at 36, 40-42;
Rivero, supra note 167, at 409-4IO.
industries in 1948 and 1955.

Relations were particularly strained during strikes in nationalized
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has tended to produce conflicts on the management level.Y 6 It should be remembered, however, that these corporations have to make regular business investments while maintaining comparatively high salaries for employees and low tariffs
for consumers or users1 97 Nationalized corporations have frequently been able to
balance their budgets only by relying on state subsidies, public loans, or investment
98
capital furnished by private or mixed corporationsj
B. National Companies
i. Development

Like industrial public corporations, national sociltils or companies can be traced
back to the end of the first World War; but the major types of such companies
originated in the nationalizations following the collapse of the Vichy regime. Some
of the national socti's have the character of joint stock companies in which the
state has become the sole stockholder through nationalization and expropriation. In
other companies, frequently called "mixed economic" enterprises, 99 the state has
acquired the majority of shares. The principal "one man corporations," i.e., companies in which the state is the sole stockholder, are the Banque de France and four
large credit institutes, 00 the Banque d'Algbrie, °1 a large number of insurance companies, 202 and several other credit banks or funds2 03 The "mixed" enterprises indude the National Company of the Rhone, 4 the National Railway Society
(S.N.C.F.), °5 the National Societies for Aeronautic Constructions, 20 the National
...See Drago, The Public Corporation in France, in W. FRIEDIMANN (ED.), THE PUBLIC CORPORATION
113, 133 (0954).
197 Compare Mainguy, La vente au cott marginal dans lea seceurs de base d'une 5conomie nationale,
in BOITEUX ET AL. 246 ff.
"' See, e.g., J. M. JEANNENEY & C. A. COLLIARD, ACONONIE ET DROIT DBE
L'ALECTRICITA (1950).
...Compare J. E. GODcHOT, Las SocsrTs D'ACONOMIF MIXTE ET L'AmfNAGEMErNT Du TaIuuToIRE

(1958), review Drago, R.D.P.I 9 6o.4I8.
"o Law of Dec. 2, 1945. The four institutes are Credit Lyonnais, Soci'te' gnirale, Comptoir national
d'escompte, and B.N.C.I.; see WALINE 635 (5 1070).
:0" Law of May 17, 1946.
'°Law of April 25, 1946.
Compare Bouquet, Direction et contr~le des Societs Nationales
d'Assurances, in Borraux ar AL. i69; Besson, Nationalisation et organisation de l'industrie des assurances,
DR. Soc. 212 (1947).
.. On the nationalization of credit institutes compare Cabrillac, L'organisation du crdJit et let
nationalisationsde banques, J.C.P.19 4 6.I.496; Hamel, La nationalisation du credit, D.a946.Chron.VI.21;
La nationdisation des grandes banques de depdt, DR. SoC. I (950).
The nationalization of credit
institutions was not a uniform process. In the case of the four great credit institutes the transfer of
assets to the state was accompanied by a transfer of management, while in the case of other credit banks,
"nationalization" consisted simply of the creation of a national Credit Council for the purpose of general
supervision of credit policy without any direct interference in the existing management and without
transfer of bank capital to the state. See generally, VALiNE 635 (§ 1070).
...Law of May 27, 1921.
.. Decree of August 31, 1937. The establishment of the S.N.C.F. resulted from the transformation
of debts-incurred by private railway companies in the form of state subsidies-into active participation
by the state in the administration of railways on the basis of a contract between the state and the
grantees of former railway concessions, effecting a transfer of a majority of stocks to the state; see Da
LAUBAD RF 229-231. Compare also Mermier, La S.N.C.F., entreprise monopolistique, in BoIraux ET AL.
75; G. FLEURY, Las CoNTROLES EXaacRCS SUR LA S.N.C.F. FRANqAISE (1958).
"' Law of August 1I, 1937.
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Company Air France,"°7 the General Transatlantic Company,"" and, of a more
recent date, the Real Estate Company of French Somaliland, °9 the Credit Institute

of Senegal,21° and the Real Estate and Tourist Company of Overseas Departments.21
2. Legal Regime
The outstanding common feature of these national companies is that in their
operation and business conduct they retain the character of commercial companies

and are therefore governed primarily by commercial or private law. Even in cases
where the establishment of a national socidt3 resulted from nationalization, the
change in the ownership of shares has left the legal and economic identity of the
company practically unaffected. The basic aim of these companies is to achieve
profits and to conduct business successfully. With the exception of certain top
management officials charged with the direction of the enterprise, the personnel of
national companies obviously does not possess the status of civil servants.212 The
relations between the companies and employees, users, suppliers, or third persons
are entirely ruled by commercial law and thus within the jurisdiction of the general
courts?"l8 All national companies are also subject to regular taxation.
National companies are even more comprehensively subject to private law than
are industrial public corporations. There can be little doubt that the companies
have tide both to funds which existed prior to nationalization or the transfer of
shares, and to funds which are acquired subsequently. This is true even where
07 Law of June x6, 1948.
"I3.108

Compare Lemoine, Air France devant la concurrence, in BorrEux ET AL.

Law of Feb. 8, 1948.
.o Decree of August 8, x956.
"1 Decree of August 17, x956.
a Decree of Dec. 22, 1956. On the basis of a law of April 30, 1946, the French Minister of
Overseas Territories has established a large number of other socits d'etat; see CoNNOIS, op. cit. supra
note 25, at 195 n.io, 196 f.
.. Compare, e.g., Fusilier, Le statut da personnel des entreprises nationalisles compari au statut des
agents de la fonction publique, R.D.P.1956.5oi; Levasseur, La situation du personnel dani les entreprises
nationalises,in BoITaux ET AL. 337, 340; Etaix, La place du personnel dans la S.N.C.F., id. at 373; Hamel,
Le nouveau statut projessionnel des banques franfaises, DR. Soc. 310, 349 (1946).
"' Concerning S.N.C.F. see, CE., Jan. 21, 1959, Vincent, R.D.P.1 9 5 9 .7 8i (while administrative
courts have jurisdiction for annulment of tariffs established by S.N.C.F., they lack jurisdiction over the
application of tariffs to individual users); C.C., Soc., March 25, 1954, S.N.C.F. v. Pr&igout, Daorr
OuvsuER 467 (1954); CE., Oct. 26, 1951, Ortolan, D.1952.Somm.7; C.C., Soc., Nov. 26, 1948, Veuve
Thomas v. Soc. des chemins de fer &onomiques, DR. Soc. 188 (1949), note Htbraud. Concerning
Banque de France, compare C.E., Feb. 12, 196o, d'Eudiville, R.D.P.196o.838 (if administrative courts
have jurisdiction over the violation of laws and regulations- governing the Bank -or, disputes concerning its
internal management, this competence must be viewed as an exception and interpreted in a restrictive
manner); Oct. 31, 1958, Devaux-Moutenot, R.D.P.x9 59. 3 3 6 (since litigation involving the Bank belongs
normally before the civil courts, Council of State has no jurisdiction over action against augmentation.
of discount rates); also Feb, 12, 196o, Kampmann, R.D.P.196o.857 (since governor of the Bank of
France and other bank officials do not act as representatives of the Bank when participating in administrative decisions regarding credit control, action for liability of governor for alleged -mistakes con-,
mitted in, credit control' cannot be directed against the Bank);- C.C., Soc., July 32, 1950, Ardouin,.
D.19 5o.J.665, note Blaevoet, Dr. Soc. 38, xo8 (195i) (Credit Lyonnais). Cf. Leva~seur, supra note 22;
at 365 bl. Administrative courts usually have jurisdiction over administrative activities, or where
contracts executed by company contain clauses exorbitavtes dt(: droi commum; C.E., -April 24, 1959,
I
-,
. ",
S.N.C.F., R.D.P.x959.so54.
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the state is the sole shareholder, although the state obviously remains entitled to all
assets resulting, from an eventual liquidation.214 By the same token, it would seem
that the funds and properties of national companies are not exempt from attachment
and execution.2' 5 On the other hand, the right of these companies to make compositions with debtors or to resort to arbitration has lately been denied or at least
restricted.' 0
While in their normal operation and business relations, national companies function like regular commercial enterprises, their relation to the state and to other
supervising authorities presents a different picture. In this respect, the national
companies resemble, to a degree, industrial public corporations in the sense that they
partake of the dichotomy between private operation and public control.?' 7 The
major forms of public control have already been indicated in the discussion of
industrial public corporations. Thus, the principal national companies-especially
enterprises created pursuant to nationalization-are subject to various a posteriori
controls in the form of supervision by parliamentary subcommitees, state inspectors,
and state commissions, and financial examination by the Audit Commission and the
Budget Court.?" In addition, activities or decisions frequently require prior consent
of competent ministers or prior consultation with various public commissions. It
must be pointed out, however, that the exercise of controls varies considerably among
the different national enterprises. Thus, national banks and insurance companies
normally enjoy a greater degree of independence than other companies. Furthermore, supervision is usually more rigid in the case of companies which receive state
subsidies.
3. Organizationand Management
The organization of national companies largely follows the pattern of other
public or semi-public corporations, although their peculiar commercial character
accounts for some structural variations. The major organs are a board frequently
called "administrative council," and an executive organ usually consisting of a single
director general. Due to their legal character as commercial corporations, national
companies regularly have a further deliberative organ in the form of shareholders'
"assemblies." '19 Both the composition of these general assemblies and that of the
administrative councils originally reflected the principle of tripartite and even
quadripartite management, i.e., the equal distribution of seats among representatives
' See Vedel, Le rigime des biens des entrepnses nationalisWe, in BosrEux zr AL. 194.
...The draft law of 1948 based its distinction between two categories of "public enterprises" primarily upon the submission to or exemption from execution. Various lower tribunals have permitted
execution against nationalized enterprises; Aix, Nov. 30, 1949, J.C.P.195o.2.52 4 5 bis; contra: Paris, Dec.
22, 1948, S.1949.2.89, note Drago, J.C.P.19 4 9.2. 4 7 29, note Lavau. Compare Dn LAuADA .E 239.
218 CE., Dec. 13, 1957, Soc. nationale Vente des surplus, DR. Soc. 89 (1958),
concl. Gazier. In
regard to the recovery of debts, it is not entirely clear whether the right of "national enterprises" to issue
self-executory orders-granted by decree of Nov. 5, 1953-belongs to all national companies. Cj. a
VEDEL, Dx. ADM. 478.
217Compare note 179 supra.
21' See, e.g.,
219 Compare

Bouquet, supra note 202, at 181 ff.
id. at 178 ff.
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of the state; of employees; of consumers or users of the service; and in some cases,
of technical experts.F ° In order to avoid an impasse where the state was the only
shareholder, representation in the assemblies and administrative councils was allotted
to delegates of all the ministries related to the particular enterprise, as well as to
delegates of employees and of various associations arbitrarily designated as users of
the service 22 This device, however, could hardly conceal the fact that all the
different delegates actually represent and depend upon a single shareholder-the
state.

In all national companies, a gradual increase of the impact of state representation
and state control resulted from the dwindling of tripartism or quadripartism. This
trend was noticeable at first in one of the national companies, 2 and later spread
to other enterprises including public industrial corporations. The influence of the
state is strengthened by the power of the government to appoint or participate in the
appointment of the executive organ, usually the director general?"5 Furthermore,
the government is normally entitled to designate or at least to participate in the
selection of the president of the administrative council. The relation between director
general and the council president varies in the different companies. 2 4 In the
National Railway Company and in Air France, a factual division of competence
seems to prevail in the sense that the president handles the external relations while
the director general is in charge of internal operations. More frequently, however,
the director general clearly predominates in all policy matters 25
On the whole, there is little disagreement regarding the technical efficiency and
competence displayed in the management of national companies?2" Their internal
organization still presents many unsolved problems, especially as regards relations
between staff and management,22 the role to be played by employees and workers,
and the representation of the users of the services. There are considerable differences
among the companies in respect to financial and economic results. National banks
and insurance companies present perhaps the most favorable economic picture. This
is at least in part explained by the fact that these institutions have frequently
"'The quadripartite formula of representation, i.e., the inclusion of technical experts, was applied
particularly to the administrative organs of banks and insurance companies; see DE LAUBADiRE 238;
Bouquet, supra note 2o2, at 176.
.. Compare WVALxNE 642 (§ 1077).

"' Already idf 1948, the representation of "users" disappeared in the administrative council of Air
France and was replaced by a vague category of "individuals outside the civil service"; at the same time,
a fourth category of administrators, representing private capital, was created. See Rivero, L'volution, in
BorrEux ET AL. 63.
...Only in joint stock companies, i.e., primarily banks and insurance companies, the administrative
council itself selects the director general with the approval of the government; see 2 VEDEL, DR. Anat.

475.
.. On paper, the legal pre-eminence of the president is recognized in the S.N.C.F. and in the navigation
companies; see Chenot, supra note 183, at 156.
x23 ibid.
32' See Rivero, Conclusion, in BorrEux ET AL. at 401.
27

As in the case of public corporations, the staff of national companies are frequently entitled to
form "staff committees"; compare C.E., May 2, 1959, Syndicat g~n&al du personnel d'Air-France, Da.
SoC. 533 (1959), concl. Chardeau, L'instituation des comitas d'entreprise dans ler soci's nationaler.
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been able to retain their original managing and executive personnel2 8 and have continued to be subject to vigorous economic competition. 2 ° Other companies have not
always been equally successful and profitable. Some have needed continued or
occasional help by state subsidies and private or public loans in order to balance
their budgets s° By and large, however, most national enterprises have done
sufficiently well to refute the pessimistic prophecies of their original detractors and
opponents.
III
PUBLIC LAW INFLUENCES ON OTHER CORPORATIONS OR INSTITUTIONS

The confluence and convergence of public and private law elements is not
restricted to semi-public bodies and corporations. In the case of national companies,
the influence of public control and rules of public administration on private enterprises is particularly strong, and this justifies their classification as "semi-public"
bodies. But there are many other private institutions or companies which exhibitthough perhaps to a lesser degree-the infiltration of public law and the influence
of public interest. The present context permits only a brief glance at the major
examples of this infiltration and interaction.
In France, public law penetration into the strictly private sphere manifests itself
,primarily in two forms: first, in the performance of a "public service" ' by private
organisms or individuals, and secondly, in the performance of a private service
which is vaguely affected with a "general interest" or a consideration of "public
utility." The classic example of the first category is the so-called concession, i.e.,
the quasi-contractual delegation of the exercise of a public function by administrative
authorities to a private company or individual 3 2 The activities of the grantee, and
especially his relations to users of the service and third persons, remain governed by
private law and subject to the jurisdiction of ordinary courts,233 unless these activities
involve the execution of public works2 34 The public law influence, on the other
This has been the case with insurance companies and national banks with the exception of the four
...
WvALiNE 635 (§ 1070); Bouquet, supra note 202, at 175-177.
institutes;
old 29
credit
Compare
Drago,
The Public Corporationin France, in NV. FREDMANN (ED.), Thn PUBLIC CoRPoRATION X13,

132 (1954)-

these companies during 1953, compare id. at 135.
mentioned, the implications of this concept arc not very clearly defined today in
French administrative law; however, the term continues to be used in this context both by legal writers
and in court decisions.
...Concessions have had a considerable part in'the development of the modern French economy,
"'°For state subsidies given to some of

As previously
...

especially in the installation of railways, streetcars, and the distribution of water, gas and electricity. Oil
concession, compare NVLNE 534-535 (§§ 903-9o6); 2 VEDEL, DR. AD. 570 If.; DE LAUBAD RE 217 ff.
2"8 Concerning litigation between grantees and users or third persons, compare C.E., Jan, 21, 1925,

Chemins de fer alg&iens, Rec.p.136. Contracts between grantee and user are private law agreements;
however, where user brings'action against granting authority on account of negligence or fault in
supervision of grantee, the litigation comes within the jurisdiction of administrative courts; C.E., Nov.
7, 1958, Soci&6 "Alectricit6 et Eaux de Madagascar" et Territoire de Madagascar v. Nicola, R.D.P.19 5 9' 54.
The grantee and his employees obviously are not civil servants or public agents.
.. C.E., April 25, 2958, Veuve Barbaza, R.D.P.1958.ioog, 1959.622, J.C.P.19 58.2.1o81o, note
Blaevoet, La comptence ginerale des juridictions administratives pour connaltre des dommager causds
"
aux tiers par un ouvrage-public.
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hand, is demonstrated primarily in the control function of the granting authority,235
More
its power to impose sanctions,2 6 and in its legal relations with the grantee.
recendy, there is a tendency to admit the possibility of the performance of public

services by private companies or individuals outside and irrespective of a concession contract 3 s Thus, activities which are subject to administrative authorization
-such

as occupation of the public domain

39

-have been declared to be public

services and thereby assimilated to the exercise of a concession 2 40
The traditional example of the second category in French law is the already

mentioned Itablissement d'utiliM publiqae. 4 In contradistinction to itablissements
publics, itablissements d'utilita publique are not public bodies, nor do they perform
...CRE., Nov. 21, 1958, Syndicat national des transports afriens, R.D.P.x959. 3 4 8 (principle of freedom
of commerce and industry cannot be invoked where exercise of profession depends on concession and
Administrative control can exceed the limits of the concession
administrative authorization).
instrument, although control cannot amount to an actual take-over of the service by the granting
authority; C.E., July 18, 1930, Compagnie P.-L.-M., Rec.p.76 3 . The granting authority is also
entitled to modify unilaterally the concession instrument in order to adapt the service to changing public
needs, CE., March 3i, 90io, Compagnie gfn&ale des tramways, S.1911.3.I, concl. Blum, note Hauriou;
Jan. 3o, 39o2, Gaz de Deville-les-Rouens, S.1902.3.37, concl. Romieu, note Hauriou; while the grantee

cannot unilaterally alter the dispositions of the instrument, CM., March 5, 1943, Compagnie g6n&ale des
Eaux, D.Crit.19 4 4 .J.I2i. Compare also, A. DEmicHsL, LE CONTROLE DE L'TAT SUR LES ORGANISMS
Prvis (396o).
...These sanctions, which are available even in the face of contractual clauses to the contrary, may
consist in the recovery of damages, in the take-over and execution of the service by the administration,
and in the renunciation of the concession contract; compare CE., Oct. 11, 1929, Compagnie SudAtlandque, Rec.p.892; March 30, 1928, Ville de Louhans, Rec.p.482.
" CE., Dec. x6, 3923, Sassey, Rec.p.io6a.
" On this aspect, compare ,VALINE 624-625 (§ 1957); I VaEL, DR. Anm. 54-55; DE LAUBADtRE
226. But see CE., Nov. 13, 1959, Navizet, R.D.P.396o.lO34, concl. Heumann, at 1o4o: "We on our
part think that, in case of doubt, there is no legal or economic interest or advantage in expanding this
category of hybrid organisms: private institutions performing a public service. This mixture of public
and private law leads almost always to confusion and sometimes to administrative and financial disorder."
CR., Feb. 6, 1948, Soc. Radio-Atlantique, R.D.P.1 9 4 8.2 4 4 , conl. Chenot; Feb. 6, 1948, Compagnie
carcassonnaise des transports en commun, R.D.P.i 9 4 8. 5 2, concl. Chenot; May 5, 1944, Compagnie
maritime afr. or., R.D.P.194 4 .24, concl. Chenot.
"'oApart from occupation of the public domain, courts have frequently recognized the execution of
public services by private enterprises; see CR., Dec. 9, 3959, Couturier, R.D.P.ig6o. 3 5o (social security
funds); June 2, 1959, Syndicat industriel d'utilisatiosf et transformation des fruits, pates de fruits et
fruits sees, R.D.P.1959.78o; T.C., July 21, 1949, Hauptmann, Rec.p.613; CE., June 28, 1946, Morand,
Rec.p.i83; Aug. 4, 1944, Compagnie Alas, Froges et Camargue, Rec.p.225; Aug. 4, 1944, Compagnie des
produits chimiques, S.1945.3.4; Feb. 27, 1942, Mollet, S.1942.3.41 (public service performed by Citi

universltaire, a private foundation); May X3, 1938, Caisse primaire Aide et Protection, Rec.p.417,
D.1939.3.65, conl. Latournerie, note Pfpy (primary social security funds); Dec. 20, 1935, Soci&f des
6tablissements Vezia, Rec.p.212, R.D.P.1936.ii8, concl. Latournerie. See also C., Jan. 13, 3963, Sieur
Magnier, R.D.P.1 9 6.i55, concl. Fournier (the jurisdiction of administrative courts in litigation arising
from the activity of private law institutions participating in the performance of a public service depends
on the nature of the particular activity, i.e., on whether the activity is an expression of public authority
or merely part of the normal operation of the institution).
. See ,VALINE 355-358 (§§ 597-602); 2 VEDEL, DR. ADM. 462-464; D LAuBAD iE 211-212.
Such bodies may have the form of associations, mutual societies, or foundations, and may even be
created by congregations; see C.E., July 9, 1953, Foyers familiaux de la jeune fille, Rec.P.34o, concl.
Letourneur; cf . also July 15, 1959, F~dration franaise de tir, Libert, R.D.P.1 9 6o. 3 x7 , note Waline.
Significant examples of itablissements d'utilit publique are the French Veterans' Union (ordinance of
May. X4, 1945); the former Organization for National Aid (law-decree of Oct. 9, 1939), replaced -later
by the "Mutual Aid for the Liberation" organization (ordinance of Feb. 8, 1944); the National Savings
Movement (ordinance of Oct. 13, 1945); and various local savings banks, see C.C., Civ., March 5, 1856,

Caisse d'Epargne de Caen, S.r856.a.517, D.586.i.i2.
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a public service
Rather, these itablissements-are private corporations or other
private institutions, and the services performed by them are of a private character.
Consequently, their general operations are entirely subject to private law and to the
jurisdiction of the ordinary courts.2 43 Nevertheless, relying on a rather vague notion
of "public utility," 2 " the government occasionally intervenes in the operation of

these institutions through the selection of management officials, through financial
inspections, 245 or-though rarely-through the grant of certain administrative prerogatives2 4 6 In recent decades this type of legal regime has been extended to other
private institutions or companies which are sometimes called "private enterprises of
a general interest" (entreprises privies d'int&t gbzdral)2 4T and which, though
entirely private in character and not charged with the exercise of a public service,
are sometimes granted special administrative prerogatives, such as the right of
248
eminent domain or the execution of public works.
2' Several criteria have been developed for the distinction between tablissements publics and
tablissements d'utillt publique. At any early period, courts frequently relied on the origin of the
institution, i.e., whether the creation resulted from an act of government or from private initiative;
C.E., May 22, 1903, Caisse des &oles du Vie arrondissement de Paris, S.19o5.3.33, note Hauriou,
D.19 o4.3 .I; June 21, 1912, Pichot, S.1913.3.43, concl. Blum, D.x915.3.9. However, it is now recognized
that eftablissements publics may have originated in private initiative (e.g., the former French Law School
of Cairo, C.E., Dec. 24, 1937, de la Bigne de Villeneuve, D.H.19 3 8.x85) while Itablissements d'utill
publique may be created by governmental action. The criterion of statutory designation: cannot be
utilized in the case of institutions which originated prior to x86o, when the distinction between the two
forms of establishments was recognized; C.E., June 20, 1gg, Brincat, D.1922.3.15, note Puget, S.x924.3.43,
Dec. 21, 19o6, Caisse dioc~saine de Secours, Rec.P.947. After x86o, the Legislature rarely has made
use of direct statutory designation. The criterion of "public service" used in some decisions-C.E., July
1, 1938, Comit:6 national de la maison de la France d'outre-mer, D.H.1938.552; July 2, 1938, Viel,
Rec.p.6s-is hardly reliable since public services may be performed by private organizations. Of
equally doubtful value is the criterion of administrative control-C.C., Civ., March 5, 194r, Durand,
D.A.1941.J.i62--since etablissements d'utiliti publique are also subject to administrative supervision.
Most writers today would agree that in the absence of legislative texts to the contrary, the extent of
administrative prerogatives attributed to an institution is an important and comparatively reliable
criterion; C.E., Dec. 20, 1935, Soci&6 des itablissements Vezia, R.D.P.x9 3 6.13x-132, concl. Latournerie,
even though itablissements d'utilit publique may on occasion enjoy certain administrative prerogatives,
see note 246 infra.
"48 Compare T.C., Jan. 13, 1958, Demoiselle Berry, Rec.p.789 (jurisdiction of the civil courts over
relations between institution and its personnel); also C.E., Jan. 12, x951, Bompart, Rec.p.i5 (institutions
regularly cannot execute public works); June 4, 1958, Boisson, Rec.p.3o3 (institutions cannot issue selfexecutory orders).
.The
attribution of this character is sometimes directly contained in the statute which creates
the institution (compare ordinance of Oct. 13, 1945, establishing the National Savings Movement); in
other cases, the title is conferred upon existing bodies by governmental decree.
24I Law-decree of March 20, 1939.
Administrative control over foundations d'utilit publique has
been relaxed by a decree of May 20, 1955 (No. 55.615); see WALINE 355 n.2 (5 598).
"4'Thus, various insurance companies in Algeria qualified as etablissements d'utilite' publique are
entitled to levy fiscal contributions; id. at 358 (§ 602).
2 7 Compare id. at 643-46 (§H 1078-84); DE LAuBADiRE 37-38, 225; B. TRIcOr, ESSAI StR LES
ENTREpISES D'INriRAT GgNiRAL (1943); I. MONS9GUn, LEs ENTREPRISES PRIViES DtINTRVT PUBLIC
ET LES SOCI fT s D' CONOMIE MIXTE (1942). Examples of such enterprises are thermal resources, various
colonial insurance companies, and enterprises for the exploitation of mines and water falls (laws of
April 2x, i8io, and Sept. 9 and Oct. x6, 19g). The great majority of the latter enterprises have in"the
meantime been nationalized.
des itablissements Vezia, R.D.P.1936.ii8, concl. Latournerie; Da
" *C.E., Dec. 2o, 1935, Soci&
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CONCLUSION

The proliferation of public and semi-public institutions has introduced considerable uncertainties and difficulties in the French administrative system. There
are, at first, theoretical ambiguities connected with the problem of legal classification.
Many of the more recent corporations are governed partiy by public and partly byprivate law; and it is not yet certain whether this situation will engender a newjuridical category, or whether the traditional dualism will prove stronger, thereby
pulling the new organisms back into either the public or the private domain. However, these ambiguities should perhaps not be overemphasized. Legal categories.
are supposed to follow rather than dictate the development of institutions.
Of a more serious nature are the difficulties connected with the actual operation
of semi-public corporations and especially of the nationalized industries. Here, the
preceding pages have pointed out many problems still awaiting solution, problems
concerning financial and economic management, the status of workers and employees, and the participation of workers and users in the management process.
Of major importance is the issue of the ultimate place of semi-public or nationalized
enterprises in society, and the question whether existing controls of the state shouldi
be curtailed or further extended2 4 Despite these persisting problems and uncertainties, the new organisms and institutions here discussed have demonstrated
by their operations the viability and efficacy of public participation in traditionally
private endeavors. As was remarked by one astute observer, Professor Rivero 2 0°
It has been proved today that the capitalist motor-or more exactly what is considerej
as such-namely, the search for individual profit, is not indispensable for the operation
of a large-scale enterprise. Without stockholders greedy for dividends, without managers.
avid for their share of profits, the nationalized enterprises have been able to develop theirproductivity, expand their fields of operations, and reduce their production costs.
"' Vedel advocates the greatest possible assimilation of public enterprises to private commercial
activities; see esp. Vedel, Le rigime des biens des entreprses nationalisies, in BoITUx ET AL. 191 if. OMs
the other hand, Chenot favors a strengthening of state supervision and especially of the democratic
control of Parliament as a means to counteract the danger of an irresponsible technocracy; Chenot,.
Direction et contrdle des entreprises nationalisies, id. at x6o-63. For a conciliatory view attributing the
determination of objectives to governnental organs and the execution of these objectives to the nationall
enterprises, see Rivero, Concltuion, id. at 408.
...Id. at 401.

